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CRISIS IN EMPIRE
Telegraph Tie-Up is Practi-
cally Complete
GOVERNMENT IGNORANT
OF INTERIOR EVENT
Attempt on the Part of the Strikers
to Cut Off All Cable Com-
munication.
NO MAIL DELIVERY
IN ST. PETERSBURG.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 1.—The crisis
continues. The tries-rap& tie-up
throughout Romin is practicaliy com-
plete and the government dues not
know what ie happening- in the in-
terior of the Eanpire.
Emissaries of strikers have been
sent to Finland to indluce their com-
rades to join in the strike. This
would cut off cable communication,
',tech remains open for press and
government messages, although the
central office here is rowninatly clotted.
The delivery of all mail matter was
stopped in St. Petersburg this morn-
ing.
Ooreneaseat Roworkes.
Much as the government would like
to resist, it Or powereese with the
threat of a general political strike
next Monday %analog over its head
and the fact that Interior Minister
Durnovo will probably be sacrificed
to secure the restription of tele-
graphic cimananieatiote
.At the same time the government
Is dully conscious that the demands
for the reinstatement of she leaders
of the telegraphers' union and the
dismissal of M. IDurnovo are Mere
pretects and that its onrrendtr will
only serve to encourage the revolu-
tionists to new efforts. These, fol-
iating the tactics in rite case of the
Creneadt mutineers, are certain to
take the form of a tight to save the
lives of the Sebastopol mutineers fur.
the purpose of again proving the pre-
leteriats' solidarity with the "armyand
time,
'Bombard Capital.
The Russ declares the situation is
Ina* that the governmetit is unable
to guarantee that tomorrow the guns
of Cronstadt will not bombard the
capital. The Witte government
sterna utterly unable to find a weapon
to fight the eassive revolution while
it hesitates, hoping that the tide will
menewhat sobside and permit the
reakintion of the reforms in a or-
derly way.
Meanvelik die country is threat-
ened with counter revolution with all
the 410111)VO of a Jacquerie (insurrec-
tion of peasants), and it • becomes
more apparent that there are only
two modes of egress—the goverm
Intent must put tbe whole country un-
der a dictatorstip and martial law or
proclaim a ready-made constitution.
Premier Witte refines to consent to
the former, although • the court
office' s and imperial guard are
chore:King for it. The advocates of
the latter are increasing. M. Soli-
moist, editor of the Nova Vremya
openly announces this as the only
posalble hope of rallying the mod-
erate eentinrent of the country to ac-
tive support of the government.
Nlot to Be leasatted.
The Associated Preen learns that
none of the Sebastopol mutineers will
be executed.
No farther details are obtainahle
of the circunistatoep of the arrest
at Tgarirho- Selo of vilifiers be/aw-
ing to the unsierbil guard.
-Fe!
TELLS OF THE BATTLE.
Russian Authorities Receive News of
the Sebastopol Mutiny.
St. Petersburgi Dec. L—The admir-
alty anneosneee that it has received
from Gen. Kaulbars, governor-general
of Odessa, the following telegrem ad-
dress to hint by Vice Admiral Cheek-
nin at Sebestopoi, dated November
aS:
"Wle wished to terminate the affair
on November le by surrounding the
trietinous division with tioops and is-
suing an uhimeaum for unconditional
et:mender. The Mutineers, however,
coremeored to attack on the night of
November 27, seizing the torpedo
boat Svirepoi and three otters which
bad Orson near the cruiser °tan-
toff.
"All these vessels hoiethe red flags,
*her which the Otchakoff flew the
signal that Isimit. Schmidt wee in
command of the fleet. Then the
Lieutenant, who was on board the
Svirepoi. sailed Orem the squadron•,
his crews cheering, but the other
'vessels did- not respossd to thole
cheere
'- eicut Schmidt afterward s-proc-
i ,
eeded to the pct and re.c;i!,..t1 tho:
Who had been arresictie avdte,.
does.
Captured the Officers.
"Armed detachments of mutineers
continued to seize the moll craft in
the bettor which were not guarded
by troops.
"Armed parties in sloops from the
Otcholsoff went to the Panteleitnon,
on which Obey were no ,arnes, cap-
mere 'he oefeere end took them on
baud the Otchakott.
"We were compelkdi to tolerate
such doings, inasmuch as the fleet
had been sarmed, in view of the
dangerous attitude of the sailors.
"One after another the craft on the
eastern shore of the Southern bay
were seized by the mutineers and red
theirs hoisted.
"The plan which was first propoeed
was abandone4 and it was resoived
to adopt energetic
vent the situation
worse.
Threatened to Hang Them.
"The officers captured by the muti-
neers etere taken on hoard the Oteha-
loon in the belief that their presence
on that vessel would prevent fire be-
ing opened on it, Lieut. Salmi& in-
formed the assembled officers that he
would hang tbein if the troops on
shore took action.
'At 3:30 o'clock on the afternoon
on November 29 fire was opened by
field artillery on the ships in the
southern harbor flying red flags.
These flags were immediately lowered
and Lieut. Schmidt signaled, 'I have
many captured officers.'
"The Orchakoff then opened fire,
to which the north shore battery and
the loyal ships Whose breech locks
had heel reamed, replied. The
Srirepoi advanced to the attack, but
was met with a strong fire from two
cruiser), the Sacken and the Poloist
hierburime and from the battleship
Rostislay.
Occupied by Troops.
"The Svirpoi was munedtately put
of action, as were also two other
torpedo boats one of which sank.
"The Otchakoff had fired barely six
Aims when she hoisted the white flag,
and the squadron ceased to fire.
"A confirmation broke out on the
Oteralion, and boats were sent to
rescue the survivors and to transfer
those who had been wounded.
"Lieut. Schmidt, who was dressed
as a eon-Amon sailor, escaped, but was
arrested later
When the firing began a mining
vessel, which had on board 300 mines,
fearing an exploition, was sunk by the
commander.
"Capt. Slavetscbinsky, commanding
the Seventh Naval Corps, started fsr
the mining ship, but was severely
wounded whik on the way.
'During the firing against the
Otehalsoff the field batteries botn-
barded the naval barracks, which
"The number of casualties has not
yet been ascertained
Occupation by Troops.
Gen. Kaulbars telegraphed later
that be had just received a telegram
from Capt. Bergel, chief of Admiral
Chouknin's staff, saying that during
the night abcnn tom mutineer, had
surrenckred, with ten quick-firing
guns, to the Brest regiment, and
that the barracks were compied by
trceips.
Gen. Kanlbars also forwarded an
additional dispatch from Admiral
Choutnin, saying that the barracks
In vAhich the neutineere had defended
themselves had been occupied by the
troops.
Gen. Kaulbars dispatch says that
the mutineers who eurrendered, to-
gether with thieve captured on the
Otdhakoff, number 0000, the ma-
jority of them being reservists who
were sent to the barracke at the time
of the mestiny.
A torpedo boat which was eupposed
to have been sunk, was found on the
shore. It was on fire.
Capt. Berg-el telegraphs that Capt.
Slavottichinsky has died of his
wreinde
meagures to pre-
irons becoming
PRICE OF SILVERWARE
IS ADVANCING
It Is Now at the Highest Point Since
age.
Sith Franca-seise Delo I.—Silver is
jumping up in price. It is now 6eee
cents per ounce. This is the %glom
price since ISO. Two months ago
the market quotation wax eoc. De-
mand is gemeer than supply, say the
brokers, in accounting for the -higher
price. But they also say that io ad-
dition, to a legitimate businese *-
eland there is setlo a speculative ae-
nand which rent be taken ;tato con-
nideration.
INDIANA MAN SUICIDES.
'Evansville. Ind., Dec. t . —Wigi am
McCool, aged 37, of Warrick county.
Ind., committed suicide here last
nigth by taking poison at the borne
of him brother-in-law, James Perry:
ithiSee hie 'third attempt.
Afelldw fever still exists in Helaine
ISLANDS WILL. OCCUPY MUCH
TIME OF COMING CON-
GRESS.
Changes in Tariff and Currency Sys-
roe Arterica's Possessions
Are Necessary.
Chicago, Dec. t.—A dispatch to
the Tribune from Washington says:
After the house has 'disposed of the
railroad rate b:44 there will be a
great deal of attention paid to effairs
in the Philippines.
At the 1ast stmrt session it was
ficiund impossible to doe proper jus-
tice to the islands, and much legis-
lation which congress should have
attended to was neglected entirely.
There is plenty of time now for care-
ful work and there will be no excuse
for either branch of congress if ail
necessary legisktioo is not given
proper conaideration.
The tariff on articles from the Phil
ippioes will have to be modified, as
ems attempted without sUCCere last
year. There wit also have to be
some changes trade in the currency
system on eitootant of the deceased
value of 'elver, and if congress is in
a mood there will be additional legis-
lation, possibly of a paternal charac-
ter, looking toward the providing of
means by which the impecunious Fil
wino farmer may raise money 'enough
to cultivate land and make a fair
start in the world.
TO TURN TABLE
THE NEW YORK INSURANCE
DEPARTMENT IS TO BE
INVESTIGATED.
Officials Who Should Have
What Life Compenies Were Do-
ing to .Be Stood Up
New York, Dec. le—The Times to-
day says: As the result oaf the publi-
cation, of evidence taken in the Cana-
dian insurance investigation charging
that fernier State Superintendent of
Insurance Louis E. Payne received
1$40,000 from the Mutual Reserve LifeAssociation in connection with a re-port by his examiner, and of other
thecloeures before the Armstrong
committee pointing to relations be-
tween the insurance companies and
the state insurance department, the
investigation will now be extended
to that branch of the state adminis-
tration,
Republic Whip.
Representative James A. Tawney„
of Minnesota, republican "whip" of
the home, has arrived in Washing-
ton for the session, and yesterday
bast a long conference with Speaker-
to-be Ceuarion. The chairmataship of
the committee on appropriations is
mederstood to have been considered.
At a republican caucus to be held
on Saturday only one important nat-
ter outside of routine business will
be considered. That relates to the
committees of the house, it flaying
been proposed that republican tepee-
gentation should be increased on ac-
cent-it of the overwhelming majority
of the dominant party. This plan is
gerseinily approved, by republican
members, although John Sharp Wil-
liams, minority !career, is understood
to have entered a protest against it.
The present officers of the home
will be reneeninated and re-elected.
-
CITY ELECTRICIAN
CHIEF WOODS WANTS HIS
SERVICES CONTINUED
PERMANENTLY.
Notting Doing in Public Street
Work Since Bad Weather Set in
Finance Committee Met. —
Yesterday there expired the six
months' time for vrhich City Electric
ian Gilsdorf was selected when elect-
ed to that public position the first of
last June by the city legislative
boards. The boaids at that time
chose him to serve for thief a year,
believing that be could inspect all the
electrical wiring entering the build-
ings of this city, and gee that they
are put in and maintained on the
ortarsdard adopted by the fire insur-
'ince companies', which are the organ-
izations that induced the municipal
eoverrwnient to create this office.
Fire Chief James Woods, however,
says that the work has not been cam
pleteil, and &other that the great
good accomplished by the inspecepr
has reduced to a minimum the fires,
and he thinks the electrician's serv-
ices shoold be contiaued permanent-
ly as they save maiei to the
and public, at large. °lief Woods
will recommend at next Nilotukty
Melee council seeeion that the serv-
ices of Mr. Gilsdorf be continued,
the latter /overlie made one of the
most efficient officials ever emptoyed,
thoroughly understantring his burl
nee
Public Street Week.
The nein and bad weather of the
pest few days has *topped Ibe pub-
lic street work around tows,. but the
prospects are that it can be restnned
Jbout next Monday if the atnemplbere
be wanner ant) madly thorough-
fares dried sufficiently.
Finance Committee.
The finance committee of the rou-
nicipat boards met last evening at
the city /hail and went over the ac-
counts held against the municipality,
in checking same preparatory for al-
lowance next Monday evening at the
councilitianic session. They also ap-
proved the monthly payroll of 'the
public officials and employes, h
Call Superintendent.
This decision of the legislative corn
mittee and its counsel became known
this week. That Superintendent of In
surance, Hendrick*, will be called to
the stood in the beet few days is
now a certainty. Employes of his de-
partment will also be called.
Poesible. if not probable result of
this will be to extend the investiga-
tion over into tgo6 by' a renewal of
authority to this committee by the in-
coming k-gielature or by the appoint-
ment of a new committee, with most
of its members chosen Prom the pres-
ent co inm it tee.
The committee has' had the matter
scrioasly under consideration for a
week or more. ever since, in fact, the
time when it began to appear that
all the companies that have been call-
ed or bare requested 'examination
could sot possibly be brought before
the committee by January r.
Other Compageo
There still remains the Prudential.
of Nesmek, the Aetna of Hartford,
and a if dozen more of the larger
compa to be examined, as well
of smaller .ones and die
aisti organization, of an
as a
many
insur.rke character.
Severe! much-wanted witnesses are
absent.
Chas; J. Srreith. head of the Mu-
tual Life's literary bureau, wbo ten-
tieed' tbsit he purchased space in out-
of-town newspaper, at $t a tine for
publication of edited reports of the
insurarha investigation, will soon he-
tire, it is said, Vice President Gran-
res, tit is understood, has. been Mr.
Smith's maraca in the Mutual, but
his support of the comparry's "liter-
ary agent" has been withdrawn.
JUST FEW LEFT
LICENSE INSPECTOR RIVERS
WILL ROUND THEM UP
SHORTLY.
Ten Months of This Year More
Licenses Were Collected Than
Twelve Months Lao Year,
Despite this is isis first year's ex-
perience as license inspector, Inspctor
Edward Rivers is proving a most
efficient official, as shown by the re-
ports on the books in the office of the
city clerk and treasure, showing the
arriourit of licenses paid into the
public strong box, during the fiest ten
;nonage of this year. Not half a dozen
people have escaped, with cant paying
their municipal liceness, and the bust-
ing inspector •wile have thews rounded
us before the mid of this year, the
worrant the offenders as provided by
the city oriffnumes.
The figure* for -Hee met show
that the present inspector has had
collected $38,836.00, up until the first
of last month. leis is over $3,000
more than the entire twelve months
of last year, demite the fact Inspec-
tor Rivers has two moce months
collections to yet be credited to his
work. Lost year there was, collected
only ees,oefi.62 for the twelve months.
During Igoe there was refunded to
license payers $2,032.89, and this
yeae ea,035.68
The license department for the city
is a ramemoth business in itself and
this yeer's booke Show the collections
have been more than for any preced-
ing year in the history of the city;
With pardionalbte pride the colk•ctrir
could credit to himself the good re-
sults, like his many friends *know
accrued through the untiring work on
hie part of not allowing 'any to
escape. He expects to v.i4leict the
balance this month and have at the
eon of next year the ceomest elbow-
ing bohho of any aivulluent itt the
city. 
,of
DENOUNCES CLASS
RULE IN GERMANY.
Famine Causes Surprising Action by
Appointees of Kaiser.
Berlin, Dec. 1.—Emperor William's
government is horrified by the die-
respectful attitude actopted toward it
by the german nrunicipat parliament
Known which has just finished its sittings in
Berlin e leteesese •-- -
WhO 0i, e aleir epeeintateets le
Kaiser denounced in strong Wrens
the class rule of the government
which has culminated in a meat fam-
ine proctored by artifical means.
The delegates to this parliament,
rep, esenting all the large cities of
Germany with an aggregate popula-
tion of te,000,000, formed a perman-
ent organization with a view to fight-
ing the Prussian "junketers." It well
meet at regular intervals or will be
caned together on 'special occasions
whenever the central, office in Berlin
thinks it necessary to counteract by
prompt measures some agrarian ma-
neuver.
It was agreed by the parliament at
its recent meeting' that Germany can-
not produce sufficient animal food to
feed its 6o,000,000 people. The
frontiers, therefore, in its view, must
be opened to the importation of for-
eign meats. Thus the loyal city
goveriunents of the fatherland find
themselves arrayed in battle with the
german socialists upon an economic
question of vital importance.
PICTURE AGENTS.
Left Behind Valise Which Contained
Several Hundred Photographs.
•Proprietor Ed Thurman of the St.
Nieholas hotel is now, in the photo-
graph distributing trainess, and has
been for the past week At the out-
set he had about aoo likeneses on
hand, but they are gradually dimin-
ishing in size.
frwo picture agents E. P. McBride
and A. J. Lewis of Chicago came
here a month or two ago, canmeami
the town and procured pictures from
reo people who wanted them en-
larged. Each custrever paid $elo in
advance it is chimed. October each
the agents left here without saying
where they were going They left be-
hind a grip containing 2o6 pictures,
aria thissengoage was opened by kir.
Thera** leer the absence a( the
mem rouged sugpicion. As ;iconic
are daily calling for their ph...so-
ging**, the proprietor is returning
them to ail, arid will contipue to do
so until the last one is returned The
agents paid their board bill but left
the grip behind.
SENATOR MORGAN
MAKES REPORT
On Needs of Tennessee River to
Sabo* to Congress.
Washington, Dec. i.—Senator Mor
man, of Alabama, has compieted an
exhaustive report on the needs of time
Tennessee river, and will submit it
to congress, although no rivers and
harbors bill will pass during the coin-
ing session. Senators Morgan, Car-
mark and Overman will be appointed
a special committee on this work;
arid veil) be given power to investigate
during the recess. Senator Morgan
says be considers the Tennessee the
most important project in all \ the
Sotst4aprovetird when the stream is proper
ly i it will add vast wealth
to that section.
FIRE BURNING OVER A YEAR
Thought to Be Out. but Suddenly
Starts Up Again.
Shamokin, Pa., Dec. t.—The fire in
the Enterprise colliery, owned by W.
L. Connell & CO., of Scranton, wheel'
originated over a year ago, but was
officially declared extinouisbed last
week, broke out again, above the wa-
ter levee yesterday.
This presents one of the most dif-
ficult underground conflagrations to
overcome in the history of the coal
region. The expense chow far in the
efforta to extinguish one ere amotints
to $100,000.
ROOT GOING
TO PAN-AMERICAN CONGRESS
AT CAPITAL OF
BRAZIL.
Argentine Minister Talks—Better
Transportation Facilities Needed
—American Banks Wanted.
Washington, Dec. z.—.Diplomatic
repreeentativee in Washington from
Central and Southern- American coon
tries are manifesting great ;Deftest
in the possible visit of Secretary
Root to South America next sum-
mer, to Medi place he 'has announc-
ed his intention of going if time com-
ing Pan-American congress is held at
Rio Janeiro and the condition of pub
lie business will permit 'his absence
from Washington,
Argentine would derive- inn inner-
able benefit, from a viet by Mr.
Root, and the people of that republic
will extend a %Perm wekinne to the
secretary of state, according to Senor
Epifanio Porteats, the iiiiiister from
that country.
COMPLETE THE LEVEE.
'Hickman, Ky., Dec. t.—The river
co mini mein has agreed to 'expend
Szo,000 toward completing she Heck-
nem and Tiptonville levee, upon con-
ilition that the amount will be suffi-
cient or diet the citizens win make
up what in Anchises'. U'rriess that
amennit, with what may he used !lo-
cally, will complete the levee, noth-
ing will be given.
Improve Trede.
"As a result," it was suggested to
the minister, "conwnercial relations
between Argentina and the United
States %mold become much clover
and uniform."
"thicktubtedio" he replied, "al-
though they are very cooled today.
in ete far as coeditions are, convened.
By this I mean that the problem of
transportation is to be scthred. For in-
seance, there is not a single line of
steamships plying between Neve- York
and Buenos Ayres ethic!) oostd be
given the dignity of the title of steam
ship transportatico. The ships today
running between diem ports are old
and uncomfortable and run irregular-
le. The passage is made occasional-
ly in from twenty-two to twenty-five
days. but it is safer to count upon
thirty days. Very often we have to
go irons Buenos Ayres to Europe
and thence to New York to reach
America on time. The mails follow
(fiat route.
WOUNDS PROVE FATAL
Hopkinsrville, Ky., Dec. t.—Joe M.
Wiest, wiltlit was mistaken for a burg-
lar hat relturday, and shot in the
neck by his sister, Miss Fannie, died
last nig.* from the seeds of time
wound. Re ka• been Paralysed ever
spinoe the shooting occurred. He was
forty-seven years of age, and *tree
children mrvive, one of whom Jives
in Nashville, and another it Texas.
Line of Shim
"There, then, is a pointer to capi-
tatigte. Why not 'tall a line of *hips
between the two conntriee, to be run
in certain regularity and thee derive
an the benefits accruing to Fesropean
convenient"
"Is transportation 'Orme the only
drawback to trade?" the rnineet-er was
&shed.
"NO," nnr Portela noshed, "com-
municating" could be improved, but,
besides there is actual need of Amer-
ican bank*. Italy has four, Germany
three, France three and England sev-
eral in the capital, besidles agencies
belonging to these comeries. Where
ever there exists no circolation of
foreign money, there re-stilts a certain
lose in the amount of commerciat
transaction with the country which
is not financially reamented."
POWERS FIRM
WILL NOT CONSENT TO C0..
PROMISE WITH THE
SULTAN
Turkey Must Consent to the De.
mands Made and Council of
Ministers Meets.
Constantinople. via Sofia, Bulgaria,,
Dec. I.-- extraordinary emend of
ministers in Fession at the Yiklia
Palace to consider the Sitaation aris-
ing from the refusal of the ambassa-
dors to modify their demands in re-
gard to the financial costrot of Mace-
donee
Tewfik Pasha, ehe foreign min-neer,
previounity interviewed the. British
amhammeor, Sir Nicholas R. (Yeent-
nor, urging a conepromine which
would not injure the eitlean's
but the ambossiokir was obdurate.
He declared that any modiecatieft of
the scheme was impossible.
Dead Standing Erect
Chattanooga,- Tenn., Dec, r.—Jno.
C. Haywood, a prominent merchant
of Cleveland, Tenn , was discovered
dead, standing erect, in the visiting
room of the retinal passenger station
here yegterday. He walked acme a
the MOM to the water cooler when
the fatal eumtnirons came. If suc-
cumbed to an attack of eieuta)gia
the heart.
The pepper busime•• in Borneo
seem* tor be in a had way. Sixteen
pepper giantess lave gone Into buds&
ruptcy there recently,
•
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WROTE FOR PRICES
COUNCILMAN Mel4200M TO
AGAIN BRING UP WEIGHT
AND MEASURES.
Has Written to Washington, D. C.
to Find Out What Testing Ap-
pliances Will Cost.
Councilman George MieB-roorn will
again bring before the lower munici-
pal legislative board, question of city
license inspector being also inspector
of weights and measures, just as soon
as the councilman hears from Wiash-
ington, D. C. where he has written
to ascertain the cost for an entire
testing outfit for use by the inspector
when he examines the measures and
weights used' by merchants around
this city, in selling to their customers.
The councilman believes he will hear
in the next few days, and will have
the question before his board again
next Monday evening), if his informa-
tion comes by that time.
Councilman McBroom says that
only a, few days ago be noticed a
peck measure used by a certain met-
chant, with one side off for an Melt or.
two, therefore when the grocer sobd-
by this measure to his customer, the
tatter was beaten out of just that
much of potatoes, apples, etc, that 'he
wou'd get if the measure had been a
full and complete one. In another
instance the councilman says he
learned that a man entered a liquor
house, got a pint of whisky, aril then
ihod it measured out again, and found
he had been .beaten out of reboot one
gill. Of course, these respective in-
stances do not amount to much in one
/one case, but combined, they equal
a sum for the dealer.
The testing outfits are manufac-
tured in New York, and then sent to
the United States authorities at the
notional capitol., where they are ex-
amined and a stamp of federal ap-
proval put on them when it is shown
the instruments measure the proper
amount, and also that scales vseigh
justly to the exact ouiace. An inspes-
tor of weights and measures then
buys these appliances, and entering
any store he wants to, tests the scales
to see if proper weights are given, or
the quaro pint or gallon nieasures to
see that the customers gets every-
thing due him in this) respect.
• A9 it is only during certain sea-
sons that the license inspectator is
kept very busy, the councilman wants
this official wiede the, weight and
measure inspector also. He can en-
ter everybody's business house he de-
sires, where scales and measures are
used, and if the latter are found not
just right, he can compel the owner
to rectify things and bey new 'ears
that come up to the standard.
When this question was brought
before the council week before last,
it was voted down, on Councilman
Henry Katterjohn reporting it would
take hundreds of dollars to get test-
ing appliance. Mr. Me Broom has
now written off to see item exactly
what they wcruld cost, and believe
they can be procurred at a sum much
less than Mr. Katterjobn reported.
This city never had an inspector
of weights and measures, and as re-
trult customers do not get what they
pay for, in every instance..
LIQUOR LICENSE
STATE GRANTS TRANSFERRED
TO SALOON PURCHASERS
YESTERDAY.
Thirty 'VVIhite and Six Colored
Couples Were Licensed to Marry
During November.
Denims and Johnson have roll
their saloon at 934 Husbands street
to Lee Hite, and yesterday in the
county cleric's office trarssferred, the
state liquor license to the purchasers.
Rickman and SherIte have sold their,
coffee house at 918 South Eighth
Street, to Raney and Jenkins, and
this state liquor license was trans-
ferred also.
Marriage Licenses.
The county clerk issued during the
month of November, wedding licenses
to six colored couples, and thirty
white couples.
Property Sold.
Property on Bayou creeid oat iu
the county, has been sold by W.
Tayior and wife to ft. L. Tomlin for
$eam and the deed filed for record
yesterday with the county clerk.
Mohan and O'Brien sold to Smith
and Scott for $25o, property on
North Eighth street. This indenture
Was executed many years ago, but not
fled until yesterday.
Licensed To Marry.
N. E. Oveestreet, aged at and
°made Buchanan, aged 21 of Bal-
hre county, have the honor of pro-
curing the first wedditeg license isslind
for the month of Deceitiber by the
county clerk. They got it yesterday.
The better class of Japanese who
have beets living in California are go-
ing Nene in large manlier,. They
think there ie troare chance to make
2130oey in Knave and Manchuria, when.
OLD CONTROVERSY
LAST OF ALLAN ACTIONS DIS-
MISSED FROM DOCKET
YESTERDAY.
Judge Reed Decided That J. W.
Troutman Remain Administor for
John Conntee.
In the circuit court yesterday Judge
Reed dismissed a suit which has been
the source of bitter litigation for.
many years, it being over the Oliver
Allard estate.
Vina Allard sued her step-daughter
Edna Alslard, and °theta claiming a
widow's dowry in the estate of Vina
Algardts deceased 'husband, Oliver,
Allard. It effected the title of many
valuable pieces of ground around the
city, but she lost in the circuit court
here and also the appellate bench. '
In her contention for the dowry, she
claimed an interest in property of j
Edna Aldarck To make settlement*
with the latter, A. C. Row sued
Edua Allard, and as this litigation
was consolidated with that of Vina
Allard, the latter action was yester-
ckiy resinstated on the local court
docket, in order the Row vs. Edna:
Allard suit could be dismissed.. This
is one by reason of the fact that the I
court granted Vim Allan& no dowry In
right, therefore no interest in the
property going -to Edna Allard from
her father Oliver Allard
Troutman Remains.
Judge Reed dismissed the plaintiff's
appeal in the controversy of Lizzie
Countee against J. W. Troutman.
This means that Troutman will con-
tinue as administrator of the estate
of John Countee, deceased husband
of Lizzie Cotmtee. The husband was
killed by the side door of a freight
car falling off the car while the train
was moving, and striking Countee in
the head, kitting him, he at the time
starefiag along-side the track with
other section gang emplayes to let
the train go by. In the county court
JUdge Lightfoot selected 7. W. Trout-
man as administrator of the dead
man's estate, valnle his wife Lizzie
Countee opposed' this, and appealed
to the comity judge's selection to the
circuit court where it is now dies
missed.
G. A. Ward was selected as a
ecirrernittee to took after the property
and' estate of William Ward, who was
adjudged a Minnie last week and
taken to the Hopidmsville asybuni for
treatment,
Lawyer Ed. Puryear was allowed
$25 in the wit of Charles E. Jennings,
adminietratoe of the late Thonvas
Robiou, against the Globe 'Bank and
Trtist company. The actioa is *
frinfidly suit for settlement of the
Robiou estate.
The master commissioner was or-
dered to sell property in connection
with the Verlie Gardner estate suit.
Judgment _Special Judge.
There was entered the judgment of
Special Judge John H. Hendrick, dis-
missing the suit of the Deposit Bank
Risseeitriae, against Brack Owen,
wherein attemps were made to wrest
from defendlant's possession some
pi cope rty.
A divorce was granted Robert
Lowery from Sallie V. Lowery.
Tisere was transferred to the equity
side of the docket the suit of R. A'S
Hicks against A. N. Robinson.
'Hon. Msn K. Hendrick was al-
lowed three days pay for serving as
special judge, during this tem.
Gets New Thal.
'A new trail was granted in the suit
of Effie Leigh against the Citizens
Savings bank. Plaintiff borrowed
money from the bank and gave a
rnartgage on Fourth and Kentucky
avenue property. Plaintiff now claims
this money has been paid off, and
sues to cancel the Mortgage on the
ground that the defendant will not
willingly cancel the paper. At first
trial plaintiff lost the proceeding, and
on asking for a new leaving, it is
now granted ,
In the case of 'F. E. Turner vs; B.
E. Whitener, Master Goramissioner
Cecil Reed transferred property to
Jake Biederman., and a writ of pos-
session oil the property was awardleill.
The master c commissioner trans-
ferred property to Thomas E. and' E.
E. Lewis in the suit of Edmund D.
Butler against Lou Wormstead.
Property was deeded to C Harrell
by the nii9ter coviinsiwioner in the
oat of C. 'Harrell against Wi. F. Poe.
Sued On Account.
The Meyers brothers company of
St. Louis filed suit in the circuit court
Isere yesterday against Charges H.
I.ehrer for $150.17 claimed doe for
goods plaintiff sold defendant.
Ordered To iksyltun.
George Garisele white, was yester-
day in the circuit court adijialged in-
sane, and ordered taken to the Hon-
asythrmi, and carried/away last
Sight j Ps l',11r.a- 'rattle's Hill Tie
is the cigiresseker of St. Louis who
was locked op the first of this week
by the police became he talked in a
rambling and peenlisr manner. He
claimed he was waruted for perjury in
St. Louis, and also contended he
could mend no the street and talk
"over the wires" to a young' hedy
friend. County Pliyeipian Pendley
lassisounred hint Indane, after an ex-
amination, and be was ordered to the
IWWW, 
IRead i n g 4w` lo rnht
d ,c,IrwaTtiensurisi.nisnana tell -s
of Sherwood, Tenn.: "M health
This was bad and I could hardrx do my
work. Cardui cured me.
Women suffer agonies from pains of which men have no comprehension. One of
these is that awful, bearing-down or dragging pain, which so often, in some women, forms
a part of the monthly sickness, and in others continues from month to month, week to week,
day to day, till death itself would often be welcomed as a relief. What does it mean? It
means, probably, that your womb is bent, twisted, turned inside out, or falling down, as a
result of a certain weakness of those muscular fibers, which are supposed to keep it straight
and hold it in place. It means, that if you do not take immediate steps to cure this trouble
you may become an invalid for life. It means, that you must lose no time, but go for relief
and cure, to the one medicine which will be sure to benefit and cure you, as it has bene-
fited and cured a million other happy, rejoicing women, viz:
WRITE ITS
A LETTER
freely and frarildy, in stridast coolkleace, team
us all your symptoms and troubles. We send
free advice On plain seated envelope) how to cure
them. Address: Ladles' Adviscey Dept., The
Chattanooga Medicias Ce., Chattanooga, Teen. Woo' CARDUI Woman's
STEPS DOWN
MR. DAN SIMON RELINQUISH-
ES PLACE WITH STREET
RAILWAY.
He Has Been the Valued Assistant
Manager of Local Car Company
For Many Years.
Yesterday Mr. Daniel Simon sev-
ered his connection with the street
railway company, and hae not yet de-
cided upon his future, as he has sev-
ers: very big offers, and does not
know whist to accept. Mr. Simon
practically resigned when the present
owners of the plant bought the sya-
tern several months ago, but they
persuaded him to remain -until the
first of this month in order that he
eciukl be of much service as possible
in acquaintimg the new operators with
the dePartinerst over which he
has presided heretofore. ,
Mk. Simon 'has been with the ear
company nearly fifteen years, and
airing the entire time had charge of
the power house, wiring, tellek work,
in the capacity of assistant superin-
tendent and chief eleetvanan. He
recognized as one of the gloat effi-
cient electrical experts the country
over and no sooner than it was
learned tie intended resigning here,
several outside concerns offered tism
responsible and lucrative positions of
trust, but he cannot yet tell What he
will do in this matter.
He thoroughly understands the
street railway system from top to
bottom but wants a little rest after
his long and constantly active career.
before taking any other position.
When the new owners took over
the plant they have revised their de-
peenuents until several attaches are
coaitected with the work formerly
presided over by Me Simon.
GOV. HANLY BOOMED.
Crumpacker Wants Executive to Run
for President.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 1.—Con-
gressman Crurnpacker, of Indiana,
threw a bomb today declaring for
Gov. Hardy for the republican presi-
dential nomination' in 1908, and stat-
ing that the Tenth Indiana district,
which he represents in congress, will
be for Hanly as against Vice Presi-
dent Fairbanks, if both are candi-
dates.
WOUNDED WHILE H'UNTING
Wi ia met own, Ky.. Dec. r.—While
out hunting, Richard IMOrehead acci-
dentally 'discharged his gun and shot
his arm off, from the effects of vArich
he died He wa9 about forty years
old, arid leaves a wife and seven
children, all girls.
CLAIM NOTICE,
McCracken Circuit Court.
Extended October Terns 37th Day,
27th day of November, nos
Alke McCord, plaintiff, ire Harry
Augustus, defendant; equity.
Ordered that this action a referred
to Cecil Reed, Master Commissioner
of this court, to take proof of assets
arid liabilities of the estate of W. E.
Augustus, deceased, and all persons
having claims against said estate are
required to properly verify and file the
same. 'before said commissioner, on or
before the rat day of January, 1906.
or they will be forever barred from
?seertinfr oar chaitr against tL as-
sets in the hands of the administra-
tor, turadeni n Let creel: and all persons
are hereby enjoined and restrained
from collecting their claims against
said estate except through this suit.
Ordered that thia order be published
in the "Paducah Daly Registet" as
*get/mired by leer A copy attest,
T. A.. MILLER, Clerk-
Ey R. B. Play, 11 C.
Staliaerfbe far THE illirraISTZR.
AT THE KENTUCKY
-r-"Tnir IL" F.-L- DC
--se-- •
This Afternoon arid Tonight.
The laughing success, "Fatty
Felix" at The Kentucky today, mat-
inee and Mobt.
The old saying g :; • "!..assei and
the world lateens %vs.' you, xueep and
you weep alone." sensational
climaxes, corned/ situations and the
beautiaul story or plot in the comedy
drama, "Fatty Felix," will give you
a mixture where you will have plenty
of company in both. It gets away
from the old-time melodrama, trag-
edy and genetial $:ne of plays. With
Fatty and hie girl, dogs, goats, etc.,
there's something happening all she
time, much to the pleasure of the
audience. Miss Jessie Mosley plays
the leading role Her name alone is
sufficient guarantee to the merits of
the play. •Mr. Sam Morris, the fav-
orite comedian, handles the title role,
assisted by an able cast of all star
performers. High-class and pkasing
specialties, band and orchestra, beau-
tiful scenery, gorgeous wardrobe are
the many features of -the pay,
"The Woman Hater."
Manager J. J Coleman has prom-
ised the local management of our
playhouse an attraction of more than
usual merit, it being none other than
that popular comedian, Mr. Harry
Beresforet., who win present David
D. Lloyd's funniest comedy, "Ths
Woman Hater," wail:. "that odd fel-
low" in the title rnle in which it is
said he has made one of his biggest
and most genuine 'bits, and his per-
formance, are quoted as being master
pieces of humor augmented with
racy drollery and supplemented with
a brilliancy of wit and fun that comes
naturally and uninterruptedly as from
an inexhaustible fountain of fun. The
play itself is pure in tone, ludicrous
in eituaticms and execrutiatipgly fun-
ny in its climaxes, and if Manager
Coleman's word may be taken it will
be presented by s cast of superior
excellence. At The Kentucky 'Tues-
day night.
DRASTIC CHANGES
IN CONTEMPLATION.
Mutual Life's Housecleaning Com-
mittee Mama Business.
New York, Dec. t.—Following the
re-lignation of Justice Rufus. W.
Peckham. the resignations of several
other Mutual Life trustees are look-
ed for this month, says the Tribune.
Further drastic recommendations
are expected soon from the Mutual
Life's housecleaning committee, af-
fecting conditions dome far untotseh,
ed by the committee, but of far-
reaching importance.
It is considered entirely miiikely
that District Attqmry Jerome will In
terfere in the affairs of any inetwance
company this year,
EDGAR W. WHITTE1VIORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH REAL ESTATv. VESTERN KENTUCKY FARM EAST
apoINTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VESTERZ,1
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JSURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
EMS warrnososur... Pentletuals. Se
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
—AO
SPECIAL SALE OF
FINE CHINA WARE AND
TERRA COTTA GOODS.
Ten Days Only
Dainty pieces of Chinaware from the finest potteries of France, Aus-
tria, Germany and Japan. Exquisite in design and decorations
Owing to our crowded stock we offer our entire selection at Just
about half its worth. Sale ends December 9th.
Come and see for yourself and secure the choicest pieces
Darbour's Book Department
USE KEVIL'S
Hristocrat flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
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EXTRAORDINARY'
StozH.. Reducing Sale.
In order to effect a settlement of the estate ot our late partner, Mr. S. J. Burford, our Great 
Stock of Furniture and Furnishings mast be Converted into
Cash in the next Thirty Days. In order to do this a great sacrifice in price will be 
made. This great sale is now on, and you are cortUally invited to call.
Our entire stock of Furniture, Carpets, Stoves, Queensware, and House Furnishings, including our immen
se stock of Holidar Gkiods, will be offered.
Call in and Inspect
our immence stocks
Ftiday in order to put) our stock in proper 
Watch theOur Store was Closed Thursday and
shape. Thes are now ready for your inspec-
tion and re-mark the goods. Try and trade
in the morning if you can and avoid the after
noon rush.
Holiday Goods.
Goods purchased for Holiday Gifts
will be put aside and held for future
delivery if desired.
No extra charges will be made on
such purchases.
„
....0.44.3.411•10416 'UV.: 40 ar •.11.
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Salerooms, 112-114-116 N. Fourth St. Warerooms, 405-407 Jefferson st.
newspapers for
Special Prices
•
Your Credit
It will not be necessary for you to I
have the Cash to take advantage of
this Great Sale, as we will gladly I
open an account with you.
the Churches
Where and What Services Will Be Held.
+eseileeelvt++++++++++444+044+4,4044.4444elea+++++
The first appearance of Rev. J. W.
,Blackard before a Paducah congre-
gation will be tomorrow morning at
Ike Broectirsy Methodist chtitela at
which time he will fill the pulpit for
the regular pastor, Rev. T. J. 'New-
ell. Dr. lalackard is the new presid-
ing elder, who, with hie hrmily, ar-
rived here Thursday and is now in-
stalled is die Methodist parsonage
for the Paducah district, at Eieventh
and Jeffers', streets. He has met
maoy people since coming and all are
highly pleased with the new elder.
At the evening hour tomorrow in
tide church Miss Alice Waters will
fill the pulpit and deliver an address
Which will be highly eleteetaining and
instructive, regarding missionary
work in foreign fields. She is a mis-
sionary for the Mettiodiats in China,
and has been there for a number of
years, but ae present is in this coun-
try for a several months' visit to her
friends and relatives. At present she
is se the hone of her moth br in Mur-
ray. Today She arrives in this city
and during her stay will be the gueet
of her cousin, Mrs. James Lane, wife
of the well known clothier of South
• Tenth street. Miss Waters is a very
briltiant woman, strong worker in the
mission field, and will he heard by a
large congregation.
. ()tertian Lutheran.
Tomorrow morning at 9:30 o'clock
the Sterdsty school services will be
'held at the German Lutheran church
of South Fourth street. Rev. Ilten
preaches in the German language at
the morning hour and in the English
tongue at night, his theme for the
evening worehip being "Faith, Con-
quer, Sin and Death." At 2:3o o'clock
tomorrow *itemising' a bissinese meet-
ing will be trek' at the church by the
members.
Pastor's Wife Ill.
The wife of Rev. W. W. Arm-
etrong, of the Trimble street Meelio-
et church, is confined with an at-
tack of malarial fever.- at the family
'mime on Eleventh and Trimble. She
is not seriously ill.
Third Strset Methodist.
"The Wisdom the Children of This
World Often Display as Compared
teethe Children of Light" will be the
subject tomorrow morning for Rev.
Peter Fields' worship at the Third
street Methodist ohurels At the eve-
ning hour he speaks on "God's Pori
crus Cali to His Saints."
Evangelical Church.
Morning and evening tonsorrcnv
Rev. Wilkarn Bourquin, of the Es-an-
gelical choreal of South Fifth street.
veift preach in the Englieb 'language.
,,He has not yet selected his theme
for the morning discourse, but at
night will speak on "What Is a Sun-
day School For"
Cumberland Presbyterian.
Rev. Eshroan conducts preaching
tomorrow monism/ so it o'clock at
the Cumberland Presbyterian church,
and toniorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock
The Junior Christian Endeavor meets
at 3 o'clock in the atItemoon and the
Sesnor Christian ,Endeavor at 6:30
o'clock in the evening. At the even-
ing hour there will be installed two
new charch officers, Mecere. Piers°
Lockwood and C. C. Needham.
Grace Episcopal.
At toets o'clock tomorrow morning
and o'clock tomorrow afeernoon
Rector David Wright conduces reg-
ular tsereicee at .the Grace Episcopal
Church.
First Christian.
For the first time in seven weeks
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton wilts in his
pulpit tomorrow morning at the •First
Christian church. He has bean out
of town during VIM time conducting
protracted meetings at Cincinnati,
Ohio, and also in Western Pennsyl-
vania, tillecting much good. As he
is always greeted with overflowing
congregations While in the oity, his
long absence wilt prove an incentive
for larger ateendance than ever to-
morrow. In the morning he talks on
"The Twentieth Century Revival,"
While at night his subject will be
"The Comemissione of Mission of Al-
exander Campbell."
Sunday School Evangelist.
I
Last evening there arrived from
Isnuieville Rev. Robert M. Hopkins,
the state evangelist for the Kentecky
Sunday School Association of Chris,
itian churchee. His come, to visit Rev,B. W. Base, of the Tkiitk streetanittian chord), and web rPortspy the•
Pulpit for tent congregation tomote
row morniog and eveuing. At night
he gives a lecture, accompanied by
stereopticon views, and it well prove
tV' moat exit aH alsessasseen X.13.A
to city over Kentucky working from
an evangelistic standpoint for the
good of the Sunday school associa-
tion, and will be there until text Mon
day.
Trimble Street Methodist.
"Elijah's Misgiving" will be the sub
ject tomorrow morning for the Trim-
ble street Methodist church by Rev.
W. W. Armstrong, while at night
he talka on "The Opportunities for
Service."
North Twelfth Mission.
Sunday school service's will be con-
ducted tomorrow afternoon at 3
o'clock at the North Twelfth street
Baptist Mission church.
First Presbyterian.
There will be no services tomor-
row at the Finn Presbyterian ehurch
on account of the building being
closed for the painters who are fres-
coing the interior. It is expected
that thing, will be completed in time
or services one week from the coni-
ng Sabbath
Tenth Street Christian.
Rev .Robert lIopkine arrived here
last evening from Louisville, and is
the guest of Rev. D. W. Bass at
the latter's home on Ninth and Clark
streets. Dr. Hopkins is -the state
evangelist for the Kentucky Sunday-
%Khool association of Christian
churches, and goes around over the
state delivering tectutes and hold-
ing conferences of Stioday-school
workers in order to always keep on
the increase the interest and success
of the worla He will be 'here until
next Monday, and this evening at the
Tenth street church 'will deliver a
lecture, accoMpinied with stereop-
tican views, white tomorrow evening
he will do likewise. Tonwerrrnv after-
at 3 o'clock, be wilt bold a con-
ference at the Tenth street church
with the Sunday sehool teachers and
co-workers of that congregation, at
which time they will talk over the
work and outline place tor malting
forward everything in this connec-
tion. Tomorrow morning Rev. Bass
will preach, using "The Soul of Men"
ae big subject.
First Baptist.
Tomorrow morning and evening
Rev. Dr. Cates, cif Loinceille, will
fill the pulpit at the First Baptist
chum's.
The good sermons continue being
of more force than the disagreeable
vetelbee, as' yesterday morning and
bast everiing large congregations
again heard the excellent discourses
of Rev. Cates of Louisviile at the
Fire Baptist church. Yesterday
morning he talked on "The What Of
Faith" while at nighttime his theme
was "The Devil." Ordinarily, during
revivals no Saturday services are
held, but the intense interest in this
instance is so great that services will
be heed at the usual hours this morn-
ing and evening at this church.
AN OLD FEUD IS
RENEWED AFTER YEARS.
Started in Kentucky and Continued
inHamilton, 0.
.• •
Hamilton, 0., Dec. t,--After lying
dortrent for twenty years a feud that
started in Jackson county, Ky., was
renewed yesterday afternoon between
Sanford Lakes and Isaac Fox. Both
have been living in this city several
years, and two weeks. ago Lakes
moved into a house in the rear of 'his
old-time enemy. Fox in a friendly
spirit, called on this new neighbor. but
as he was leaving the house Lakes
sprang upon bins with a clasp knife,
and, it is alleged, attenepted to kill
Wm.
The men clinched arc) a fearful
struggle began for posseseion of the
knife. Fox's right hand was terribly
cut where he had clutched the keen
blade, and his clothes were cvt into
ribbons before neighbors separated
them. Officer Cameron arrested both
men.
The Kentucky feud started over a
request Fox say, he made Stanford
Lakes at the instance of the Sunday-
school in Jackson to have Lakes re-
trieve a "sitilr from the neighbor-
hood of the seh•aol. Fox says he was
compelled to leave Jackson county by
the moonehiners or forfeit his life
for interfering with their business.
Lakes was arrested in a peculiar
manner in this city a few years sign.
Lakes and Levi ROTS, of Jackson
'county, Ky., were before Mayor
Bondy in the police court on a petty
charge, and the wife of Ross testi-
fied that the government authorities
were after Lakes. Inquiry was made
by 'phone of the Cincinnati Federal
authorities, who verified the wornan's
statement, and the arrest and con-
viction of bath followed. Ross died
in the Covington jail a fro/ trronthe
after his inearceretion.
The budget for the Tuarkieh Sul-
tan's harem amOtints to $15,000,000
evert Yaw% „ 'St; Jell
DIED OF CANCER
MRS J S. RADFORD PASSED
AWAY AT RIVERSIDE
HOSPITAL
I •
Miss Nora Nichols Died on South
Twelfth Street and Was Buried
Yesterday Afternoon.
Yosterclay morning. at 3 o'clock
there died at the Riverside 'hospital,
Mrs. J. S. Radided, of the Elva .sec-
tion of the county. She had been at
the institution only a short while, be-
ing operated upon for cancer of the
liver.
The deceased was ee years of age
and is survived by a husband arid
several children. She was a woman
well known to many people, who re-
gret her death
This afternoon the rearnins will be
interred at the Elva cemetery.
Buried at Eddyville.
Undertaker Guy Nance has return-
ed from Eddyville, where the carried
the remains of the late Mark Cobb
and buried them Thursday in the
family cemetery of that city.
Young Lady Died,
Miss Nora C. Nichols was buried
yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock, the
funerat—eneriess--being conducted at
the residence.' 1012 &meth Twelfth
street, foil:Awed with interment at
Oak Grove cemetery.
The deceased was twenty years of
age and daughter of Mr. J. S. Nich-
ols. About one year since she had
an attack of measles and this devel-
oped into ccmiplicated ailments that
carried her away.
—awe.
Girl Expired.
Miss Effie Quiets, aged i7 years,
died at the family home on Bridge
and Clements streets, and was buried
yesterday at the county cemetery.
She had been ill the past week or two
and as no physician was in attend-
ance, Coroner Charles Crow had to
hold an inquest, which developed the
fact that she died of natural causes.
Of Heart Trouble.
Word has reached here that Wed-
nesday there died at Cairo Mrs. Sus-
an Harris, who panted away at the
home of her daughter, Mee. George
B. Wearen, sustaining a sudden at-
tack of heart trouble which carried
and the remains were taken to Lan-
caster, Ky for interment, that being
'her home before she coveriesiced re-
siding -With her daughter recently.
Mrs. Wearen is the wife of the, for-
mer Paducahart. who kept books for
Baker, Eccles & Company's whole-
sale 'grocery, and who last year went
to Cairo, where he entered business
for himself.
TWO KILLED AND
TWO INJURED.
On Railroad Track When Fast Ex-
press Train Struck Them.
Philadeichia, Pa.,. Dec. i.--Two
persons were killed anct two others
were injured Wlechiesday nigh* by a
train on the Philadelphia St Reading
Railway at Langhorne, Pa., a short
distance from this city. The dead:
Miss Miary Ambler 04 Langhorne;
unknown mem The injured: Maio
Bessie Pewee* of Philadelphia and
Edward Palmer of Langhorne.
Mr. Palmer is a coal and lonewr
merchant of Langhorne. Mies Pt 'ell
and Mies Ambler 'were friends of the
family, and intended to spend
Thanksgiving Day at the Palmer
home.
The two young women left this
city together about 7 o'clock and
were met at the Langhorne Station
by Mir. Palmer. The unknown man
who was killed was not of the party.
Mr. Painter's home is some distance
from the station, and the party
sterted down the railroad tracks in
order to avoid waiting for a trolley
car. They had proceeded but a
short distance when an express train
from New York struck them.
SCHWAB ASPIRES TO
UNITED STATES SENATE.
leniwes
Washington. Dec. I.—Charles M.
Schwab is *nein to beoome Sena-
tor from Nevada, succeeding Francis
M. Newlands, whose term expires in
woe 'Thai announverneat comes from
Nevada, where it is ueekrstood that
Schwab, in seeking the senatorial
prize, has already obtained a resi-
dence, has invested heavily in new
gold fickle and is building a home.
Mr. Schwab will be very strong by
tea, when the tegislature will be se-
lected that will name Newiand's suc-
cessor. The state's population Will
at least double from two to 1901, sn
Schwab will be no newer than the
state.
Nevada etpecially needs mills and
smelters to handle its ore, and Mr.
'Schwab prnmiees these. If he gives
them he will be regarded ae a Millen-
FreTrefr.decerged was 63 years of age bethrt:, and anything 17, asledsAievi !
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Some local election irregularities,
which is On conservative way of
speaking of election raissalities, caus-
es rhe Nashville Banner to pointediy
rerndrk: "We must tiave honest ekc
tions if we are to have honest gine-
ernment, and the .surest way to in-
sere honest ilections is to maintain
the closest watch at the polls and to
feariessly and vieorottslY prosecute
every violator of else law. It is a
common thing to hear the cry of elec
tkin frauds, often justified by the
strongest suspicion, or by 
convincing evidences of criine, but as a rule,
the only public concern aroused is in
regard to the effect the alleged cor-
ruption has upon the fortunes of the
candidates dinectly interested, with no
demand or effort for the conviction
and punishment of the evil-doers. It
is more important and necessary that
the perpetrators of election frauds
be punished than that this or that
candidate be given an offioe. If a
candidlate be ded-auckci out of an of-
fice he is made the victim of a wrong
but the greater wrong is against the
law and the public. It is the immun-
ity from punishment enjoyed by those
who are guilty of fraudulent election
practioes tlat. encourages dishonest
election" and machine methods. lid
every case when an election is con-
tested on the charge of fraudulent
pra-ctioes the main purpose should be
to brittle the guitty parties to justice,
and whenever in any t-kctiorr there is
just ground for suspicion of fraud
the matter should be thoroughly in-
vestigated end peciettuted in voca-
tion of the law and for the protection
of the ballot." The Banner speaks
Wlsely and sts words are applicable
to all sections where eiection frauds
are permitted.
The winter season is at hood, %Own
• • 
all ventilation, just to keep out the
cold blasts, is too generally tabooed.
Thia..i* an error of many ir not all
hourefadds, for the health of every
family, the inmates of every home, is
nienactid thereby. If not generally in
some, Way every room, and es-
pecially every bed room, should daily
get an airing. Fresh air is the foe of
disease if not a preventive. Tawrefore
to ward off diocese it is a necessity
to ventilate one's* home and one's
bed room at lean. The advice of
in hygene it to leave at least
one window open in the sleeping
room, in winter as well as st2MIlleT,
if pure ventilation would be (had, at
it ehould be. No disonefort v. pe
kit on account of cold if ertouili
blanket, are used. Thoee who sleep
with the windows open winter and
warn-trier arise each day fresh and
buoyant. In winter the effect is often
as bracing as a tonic. Open bed
room windows means better health
and more joy in fife than closed win-
do WC.
The Louisville Post covets the
case when it ways: "The railroad Corn
miearon at Waehington aeles more
power than she president is willing to
concede to it: Power to establish
through routes, joint rates, berms and
conditions on which the. busioees is
done, with the division of this rate
amerie the different- ea:operates; all
ss own initiative rid tiondsle
with the present commission k that
it makes it* own istiore and neglects
the basin of its demand for more pow
er. Its report and the policy of the
president newt never he confounded
We need a new cninmiesion, ae
aa a new law." Undotibtedly the pro-
Posed rate bill should take on
idoutitedly rate, bill Shotthf take on I
the commission
charges.
as well as tariff
The press generally continues to
talk of the frauds in the late election,
which were largely murricipal con-
teits, and to clamor for laws which
will protect the voters at the po' lls
and the ballots in the boxes. This
talk, so well justifed, should bring
good :cult, but will it? The laiv
makers must answer, if not by the
making of the laws needed and de-
mended, to the people who, have
chosen them as their servants. There
must be a reckoning day for the elec-
tion rascals or their abettor's among
the law ma'eers who fail to give the
people relic: from them. The people
want better electioie laws and they
must have them. or the official heads
of those who neglect to supply the
demand spee:fied.
The law's delays will prevent any
decision in the Louisville contested
election cases before March next.
The work of the contests baa been
somewhat curtailed by the attorneys
engaged agreeing 'that the deposi-
tion/ which ..have been telren ere to
be read in elk the forty •cases. : This
agreement will not only curtail the
work but lessen the labor on the part
of the cliancenor; and facilitate the
termination of the suite. This agree-
rent leads the Louisville Post to
conclude that ''Allowing suitable
time for argument and the consider-
ation of the evidenoe by the chancel-
lors, a %decision should be made by
the loser courts some time in the
month of Mar'c'h.'
The Philadelpihia Ledger tersely
and truthfully says: "This is a had
year for grafters. Bosses are shorn
of their power and thrown out into
inter darkness; the officers of insur-
ance companies are placed on the
rack and forced to mend their ways;
cities resolve to hi:lye clean govern-
ment; states are overturned political-
ly, and United States senators learn
that the federal laws are applied to
ail men without distinction. It is a
'Swede' year and affords a cheerios
prospect."
Truly a link spark oft kindle*. :
big fire. Thr foolish quarrel, engen-
dered by rivalry, between Alexander
and Hyde—the president and vice
president of the Equitiable Life As-
surance Societv—brought on the in-
surance investigation now on in New
York aty and which has exposed the
mismanagement of the Equitable and
°diet companies. It is it trite old
saying that "When thieve* fait out
honest men get their dues."
The big inkier:nee companke find
some relief in the announcement that
the New York investigating commit-
tee is to conclude its work with this
month. But another month of such
work as that already done will be
sufficienit to fully expose rascally mis-
management of the companies in the
limelight and to endighters the legis-
lators of New York as to their duty
in the premises.
Was that late arinotiocerne.nt to the
effect that P. M. Gen. Cortelyou, who
is still chairman of the republican
national committee, intended to make
a statement concerning corporation
contributions to the campaign fund in
1904, a joke or not? There are many
who doubt the announcement by pro-
nouncing it a piece of fiction. Such a
thing might have been Suggegted, but
even then it vers only a bluff.
The march of the hungry horde to-
ward the national capital will on
begirt They will hope to be fed on
official plums from the president's
table.
The residents of the Isle of Pines
have become truly piners (without
the capital P.) since Secretary Root
told them they were Cubans and nof
Americane.
-
Russia is now reaping the seeds
Sown for )-cars past. It will soot!
like.
Turkey's time Like begets
NARROW ESCAPE FROM
FIRE IN SCHOOL HOUSE.
Cincinnati, Nov. 30.—Fire starting
from a defective flue dentroyed the
Twenty-fifth district school home,
North Fairmount, early today to the
extent of $25.000. The janitor, Jas.
gbaw. his deuelleer. Mrs. Aerie Peen.
h.er son Roy, aged 14 years), and
Kate Meter, a illometitie, lived on
the attic floor, and, after cbioging to
the roof for *eyeful' hours, were re-
moved by firemen.
The Japanese tamp chimney fac-
tory in ,Swatow is doings good isosi-
ness and i working a constantly in-
creasing Meor of risen. It is turning
out a cheap product, which mowers
the demands of the Chinese market.
ENTERS BUSINESS LIST OF DEBTS
MR. LOUIS HENNEBERGER A SCHEDULE HAS BEEN MADE
COMMISSION MERCHANT OUT IN TH'E HISIG
AT CHICAGO. CASE. id
-§upt. Muscoe Burnett, of Water Corn Hon Hal Corbett Ws Stitt Very
pany, Back From Nashville— Shortly if Wog% Is Not Re-
World of Commerce. ceived From,hrew Madrid.
Mc. Louis Henneberger has moved
from Mt. Vernon, Ill., to Chicago,
where he enters the commission busi-
ness on a large seak. He is the well
known hardware-Than formerly of
here, but who 'has been with the mam
a of St. Louis
past. .lie is
g and pro-
men of the
moth Simmons ac
for a number
oeie of the naps.
greseive young buei
country and will do well in his new
line.
Beck With More Rates.
Supt. MU6C0e Burnett, of the Wa-
ter works company, has returned
from Nashville, Tenn., where he went
and got a copy of their schedule of
rates charged consumers, this copy
to be used while the local plant is re-
vising its schedule WhicOs goes into
effeetsthe first of next mOtitib, if they
can possibly get things ready by that
timet
Foundation Work.
The men have finished laying the
foundation for the .handsome concrete
residence of Dr. Phil• Stewart on
North Ninth street its the vacant plot
of ground adjoining Col. John Sin-
nott. The foundation was laid this
fall so it could settle between now
and spring, at which time the bal-
ance of the building will be put up.
It will be quite unique, nothing but
concrete used wherever ible.
New Express M
Driver Dick Williams, of the Amer
ican Express company's wagons ihere
in this city, has been promoted to ax-
press messenger for the company,
his run being from Naehville, Terine
to Hoplcinsville, after one week from
tomorrow, when tise I. C. begins
running into Nashville over their
leased road, the Tennessee Central,
which extends to Hopkinsville. Mr.
Ivo Pettit suceects Mr. Williams in
the local office.
Gas Company Improvements
The gas company is preparing to
inetalt new machinery that win even-
ly distribute the gas forced out from
their tanks to the consumer. At pres-
ent the gas light flickers from jete
at periods, and other times: bunts
strong and constantly, bin this ex-
hauster to be installed will make it
regular at all tines.
MANY ARE SERIOUSLY
HURT AT FOOTSALL.
Two Injuries Received Thursday
Probably Will Result Fatally
The tot el samber of deaths at the
close of the {fireball season is twenty.
None occured Thursday. Several
players in the games ace in a serious
condition as the result of injuries.
Two players were injured at Gales-
burg, 111.., in a game between the
Gaiesburg and Ml-mentouth High
Seism] elevens, Hatton Stewart being
delirious and Finley Eliot; a Mon-
mouth player, having his knee dis-
located, besides other injuries.
In oa game between „the Social
Athletic of Peoria and Lombard
coltege, played at Peorio, George
Pryor, a Peoria paiyer, mess seriously
injured internally and will be disabled
permanently.
;At St. Louis, E. Robinson, left half
back for St. Louis uniVersity re-
ceived. injuries when tackled in a
game with the University of Iowa
and v-as rendered unconscious for a
few minutes.
In the game between Indiana and
Ohio State at Columbus, 0., Captain
'Hare was forced to leave the field be-
came of injuries received.
At Paxton, ILL, in a gaine betweer.
Paxton High School and Melvin, H.
P. Laroon's shoulder was dislocated.
At Chicago Arthur Whitney was so
badly injured in a genie between the
Cliree Athletic Leanne and the New
York Insurance eleven- that be re-
mained unconscious for more than
five boors. • His injuries are internal
and may result fatally.
In a game at 9uinivan, Ind., Right
Half Cock Williams sustained a frac,
tiered skulk His condition is serious.
At Brideport, Conn., during a mass
pray in a game, Leo MIchtsity, 21
years olch had his spine froottred and
is not expected to live. .,
At Rona, Mb., Full Rack Macklin
of the Rods teem received a broken
colter bone and was forced to with-
anew.
Two of Gen. Booth's, granddaugh
tees are bevonsing successful evange-
lists in the ranks of the Salvation
Army and have recently conducted
services at Corydon in the Theatre
Royal.
''dionte of the Japanese fielhefinee in
Hawaii have built P sampan on the
model which was in use in JaPalt
about soo B. C. They have put a gas-
nline engine in it and use it for fish-
ing.
The late Gen. Sainted J. Anderson,
of Portland, Me., who died recently
at the age of flt, ran as a de/Socratic
candidate for congest again/It
R. Reed and was only beats* by (o
VOtea,
There is now being made out the
schedule showing the indebtedness of
Dr. Herman T. Hessig, who has been
forted into bankruptcy. Whets the
list is finished it will be submitted to
Ttustee Arthur Y. Martin and Cecil
Reed, of the physician's bankrupt es-
tate, They will then decide whether
or not to accept the proposition of
the bankrupt's mother, Mrs. abater-
ine Hiessig, who offers to seek the
debts of her son at 35 yenta on the
dollar, but before thie care be done
the trustees of the estate have to
agree. The lawyers for Hesaig are
now making out the schedule.
• Nothing Yet Heard.
Hon. Hal Corbett has never yet
heard Irani the New Madrid, Mo,
city marshal and others, sa3^ing whet
they. wouid dos accept or re)eeethe
proposition made to them to COM-
Ptatnise the $to,000 damage suit Law
yer Corbett 4129 drawn trp to file
against the outsiders f6r Captain
Frank Farnsisy, as dessages' because
the marshal of that city locked the
steamboatrnan up on believing be was
tiding to violate the yellow fever
quarantine regulatione. If the au-
thorities of that place do not act
quickly there will be lofted in the
Missouri federal court the suit which
was held up on solicitation' of the
New Madrid marshal.
Court Closes Today.
This afternoon Judge Reed will
bring to a close the present term of
the circuit court civil docket. It
should have clewed last Saturday as
that date ended the regular term, but
the judge extende4esarne in order to
include this week, which is vacation
week. Next Monday the judge em-
panels the grand jury, starts the crim
Mai term and swears the petit jury
the following day, Tuesday. Trial
of the actions/ then start.
HELP THE POOR
MANY DESTRESSED ONES ARE
NOW Mr NEED OF LIFE'S
NECESSARIES
The Charity Club Is Preparing to
Immediately Take Up Its Work
for the Winter.
Now that the cold and bitter weath
Cr seems to be corning on Mayor Yet
see and Judge Lightfoot are com-
mencing to receive many applications
from distressed people seeking relief
of their deplorable con4ition, with
orders for foe) and groceries. Within
the past few days many have applied
to these two executives, foe mayor
having oharge of this fund for the
city while Judge Lightfoot oficiates
in that capacity for the county.
Yesterday Mayor Yeiser received a
letter signed "Neighbors," and it in-
formed him that a family named
Cherry was in very destitute circum-
stances at 1414 South Sixth street,
right next to the Franklin school
house. The communication said' the
family was a very worthy and hon-
orable one, but the husband was ill
and the frail wife could not support
the children, who, as a result, were
suffering from the necessaries of life.
The mayor immediately issued orders
for their relief after in investigation,
which et:towed they were deserving.
The case should not be forgotten by
'the charitable people of the city.
The Charity club ie daily making
its arrangements to resume their wi
ter's work of helping the poor of th
city The useatr.•-t- has been so
until the first of this week that noil
need have suffered from cold but the
siftkien change left many in need and
the club is rushing preparations look
ing, towards confirming immediately
their good work They did a world
of good last winter and hope to ef-
fect as much this year.
TIDINGS OF DEATH
WENT TO WRONG FAMILY
Mistake Caused Two Parties to Meet
Body at Station.
By mistake adsnessageohad also been THE KENTX./TI Y-sent to Benjamin Glass, who also has
a son in -Illinois.
Benjamin Glass andshie family, not TELEPHONE 548.
doisloing that the body was that of
his son, also drove *to the station. Ihur,
The two families met while waiting 
NIGHT 7
for the train and each supposed the of
other had come as an act sof vire
pathy, as they were related. They
waited in silent grief for the arrival
of the train, each family a little sur-
prised at the agitation of the other.
It was not until the body was taken
off the train that the miiunderstand-
ing *as discovered. Then the Ben-
jamin Glass family were 9verjoyed
that it was not their boy, but the
sight of their relatives weeping over
the dead tempered their joy unet both
families nude one funeral cortege to
the stricken home.
Benjamin Glass said to a reporter:
"1 one very thankfal that my son is
alive, but grieve with my reletives,
as I know the bitterness of thief-
9OrrOW.''
Independent Political Action.
Mark Twain has advocated the or-
ganization of an independent or mug
wump party ao that independent
voters might have a greater oppor-
tunity for political action„ The
American humorist bases his argu-
ments upon the result of the late
election:, crediting the outcome in
Ohio. Pennsylvania, New York and
allaryarait to the independent voter,
rile. Overlooks the fact that inde-
pendent voting is only effectiVe
against obneocienes candidates or pol-
itic" of a regular potiticat party
No independent party organization
has ever accomplished a national re-
form. It was kit for the *publican
party to aboli‘h slavery after ehe ab-
olitionists as independents had colt-
corned years in fighting the evil, and
there is nothing in failure of every
effort made to accomplish reforms
through itidependent party action.
The most formidable independent
party movent in recent times was the
one headed by George William Cur-
tis, who bolted Blaine and supported
Cleveland for the purpose of estab-
iiehing higher political ideas; hut
what American citizen will contend
that the Cleveland administrations
were any improvement over those of
Garfield, llarrison or McKinley, or
that Cleveland was a better Ameri-
can than Blaine? Independent-vot-
ing by regular political organiza-
tion may accomplish good at times.
but independent parties themselves
hove been a disappointment of Amer
ican political life.
"Free government has always been
by parties and always will be." This
is what Congresernan Landis, of In-
diana recently told the Women'.,
clubs of Chicago, and he W119 right.
It is the only logical way. A politi-
cal party is essentially the agreement
of citizens who are or hope to be
a majority of the state that certain
thine, agreed upon by all are. done
Until a noral and physical majority
of citizens so agree i'reetiom is al-
wars in danger from individuals or
minewitiee strong because they know
what they want and are agreed to
get it. The fundamental political
truth for all popular gcrvernment corn
muerities is that without manic par-
ties freedom is always in danger
from such individuate or groups--
that without parties theresis for the
average man no freedom.
Glasgow, Ky., Dec. I.—Thanksgiv-
ing Day &tough to one family at
Randolph, Miefralfe county, the bit-
ter sorrow if death and to another of
the same name and relatives of the
filet the hest of reason for grateful
Observance of the days Through a
ninarticlerstanding both families went
to the railroad station to receive a
corpse which each party thought was
that of one of its own family cirrle.
The clearing of the mistake sent one
fast*Iy: home sorrowing with the
bereaved hut joyful dret its own loved
one had been spared.
'Last Sunday Chalie Glass, a 900
of Pony Gluts, of Randolph, 'was
killed by negroeit in a tent near Dan-
ville, Ilk Mk. Giese was notified that
the: body would arrive yesterthy, and
withIbis family derive twelve thiles to
the nation to take the body home.
In France the best breed of hogs
is considtvect tin be the Case-meal%
which often attain 3 Weight of 53C
pumas in fifteen to eighteen months,
A prize pig weighed 763 pounds it
the age of TO months and 25 day.
•
Blue Points at Ragan's Cafe today,
I cent each, Old 'phone 906-red.
ENGLERT
AND
BRYANT
[WAY MICAKS
4 Pounds Soda Crackers for
Fancy Cranberrica, per
25e
quart • •15e
Bananas, per dozen S 1-34e
Fancy & Wine
Hammond's
Dec.
THE TWO, HAPPY BOYS
DIXON & FIELDS
iN
"Hans an' Nix"
A Magnificent, Merry, Melodious
Masterpiece.
Book by Kerker Morton.
Music by llov.erd Webster.
A comedy different from all others.
Compares favorably with itkie best.
Prices: 25, 35, so and 75c.
Seats on sale Wednesday at g a. m.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
ues. NIGHTDec Jo
The social and laughing event of the
Season.
"That Odd Fellow."
HARKY BERILSFOILD
Direction of J J Coleman, present-
ing a continuous laugh.
THE
WOMAN HATER
A spasm of laughter from rise to
fall of curtain
Prices: 25, 35, 5o, ye $1. and $1.50-
Seats on sale Monday at 9 a. m.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
m .an NIGHT ADEC. at
The Operatic Event of the Season.,
J. C. Brocolini Presents
LAURA Id I L LA RD
In the Japanese Oneratic Comedy
Tilt GEISHA
The original production from Daly's
Theater London and New Yo L.
By special arrangement with Marcus
Mayer, George Edwards
reprosantatite.
As presented in London over n000
times and at Daly's theater, Niew
York, over zoo performantes.
Book by Owen Hall. Lyrics by
Henry Greenbenk. Music by
Sidney Jones
Augtunented Orchestra under the di-
rection of Albert McGucldn.
so People—Laura Millard Opera Co. ()%
Prices: 25. 35, 50. 75. St. and St.5o,
Seats on sale Saturday at g a. m.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 54C.
•
MATINEE AND
Night
Saturday Dec. 2nd
'FATTY FELIX'
The Greet Laughing Comedy Suc-
cess and Big City Cartoon
Musical Sensation.
Headed by Sam Morris and Jessie
Mosley and a seat of an
STAR COMED I A N8.
sae apples. Per Pk•40e See the parade and hear the concert
fancy Hams, per by the Felix Hussar Band,
Prices: Matinee, children tot,
adults ase. Night—as, 35, so and 75c.
Fancy Cluster Raisins, per lb .15*! ..Seats on sale Friday at 9 a. m.
Irish Potatoes, per peck 20e 
pound 
Picnic Hams, per pound ..
3 Cans Standard Corn 
Fidelity Tomatoes, per can
Kingan's Pig feet, per doz. ..
2 'Packages Macaroni 
Dill Pickles, per akin, 
White Dove Flour.
Fancy Open Kettle
per gallon  
Fancy Cocoanuts 
11%t
10e
25(
10#
65#
5#
Englert & Bryant
119 South 2nd St.
Per
Important Changes of Time of South
ern Railway.
On Feeder, December tot, the fol-
lowing changes in time of Southern
railway trains will become effective:
20cNo. t, now leaving Louisville at
15t 7:40 a. m., will depart at 8 a. m.
No. 9, now leaving Louisville at
25e, 3:50 p. in,, will depart at 3:35 p. UT.
vo e,lw 10.11r; r I at
sack .TICei• 7.25 p. tn., will depart at 7:15 p. us.
Molasses,  No a4, now leaving Lexington at
6 0." M., will depart at 5:40 p. in.
2, row leaving Lexington at
5:30 p. in., will depart at 5 p. m.
Corresimanding changes will . be
made at local stations and -passim-
gets intending to inc these trains
should consult ticket agents for com-
plete information.
C. H. HUNGERPORD, D. P. A.
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Laroest Stock  Liiwest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed I
Piducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture ManufactUring Go.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-2o7-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
CHARTER CHANGES
JOINT MEETING OF INTEREST
ED CITIES SOON TO BE
HELD.
Will Likely Be About Middle of This
Month—Council SOOtt to Take
Changes Up.
Aboet the loth or 30th of this
month there will be 'Itch} at the Phoe
mix hotel tIrt Lexington, Ky., the con-
ference between representatives from
every second class, citernin this state,
for the litarpuso• of deciding on what
hilly they want to present to the leg-
Via-lure next month at. the state cap-
+coking towards altecing some of
the gosemergotteleions of charter now
erning mesicipalities of die class.
This is the date suggested by Mayor
Yeisor in a letter yeettedey to Mayor
Coombe; of Lexington. Ky., in reply
to a connnunication from the latter.
•'Mayor Yeiser received the letter
from the Weington ,Mlayor yesterday
aid the "latter stated that Mayor
Beech, of Covington, and hbayote
lietnebold, of Newport, Ky., had
written him, Mayor Coombs, on this •
.4 same subject, and suggested that the
Lexington executive name a date for•
the conference. Looting towards
this end Mr. Coombs wrote Mayor
Yeieer that he believed December ea
would be a good time to hold the
conference, sod lolled the Paducah
mayor how that date suited him. In
his reply Mayor
,
 Yeiser said that the
eend would not suit bine because
that wee ton ekise -to Christmas. If
the conference is started on the aand
It would not get Ihroogii until the
23rd or 24th, and Ws mean* it would
be Christmas or the slab before May
or leiter coed -get. to his bone in
this city, as it mites a day to come
back. With the Newport arid Coy-
insnon mayors it is different, as it
takes them only a few hpurs to re-
turn to their respective cities.
In suggesting that the 18Mt. 19th.
4 or with br chosen. Mayor Yellow,- in-
1:orraell Mr. Coombs that he, Yeiser,
would like to be beet at home the
several dare preceding Christmas.
therense the mentioned dates from
the local executive would best wit
Mayor Yeiser believes these dates
will suit the balance of the mayors
also,. and doubtless they wen be tie-
on and weird to that effect come
back right sway.
Next Tuesday or Wednesday night
Mayor Yeieer will call in joint yes-
sion the aldermanic and coutwihnanic
boards of this city for the perpose
of al deciding What changes they
thinic would he best to make in the
ses-oted elates charter, which governs
nnty she four cities mentiosied Padu-
cah, Lexington, Covington and New-
port. There are a vast number of
alteration, Idstaired here. while the
othisridetaigipablias wan( some also,
and op* respective town set-
tles on what amendments they want.
they will *elect delegates to go to
the conference and there everybody
compare. notes and finally conclude
on what measures are to be drafted
and placed before the state tegielat-
• ore neekiree terWArde the desired
chaneee to he enacted into law,.
I. 0, TAKES CHARGE.
Tennessee Central from Hopkinsville
to Nashville Changes Control.
IHopkinsville, Ky., Dec. 1.—The
Illinois Central today to formal
charge of the Tennessee Central from
here to Nash
-Wee, and ran their trains
out on tbe usual schedule which has
been in forte net to this time. A
through trein from Chicagof to Nash-
ville v.ei be put into operation on
the loth, and the sehedele revised
generally. •
The express company which has a
contra* with the illirois Central
• too* charge of a/ expressage this
mooning, and opened offices in Nein-
ville and aft the stations along the
line of the Tennessee Central.
rrbe Southern Eepre.ss company
had a twenty-year contract with the
Tennessee Central, and it is reported
base that they vein attempt te force
the 'Minot* Central to abide by its
previsions, notivielaelpodipg NO feet
that the Tennessee. Central is no
more. If gown see*" le taken it
means yrol,ingedi and expensi ve litiga-
tion.
.10 
The conweitttionality of the Katnite
board of railway rorrtmintioners, ite
judkdat, legate/m.11.e en& enecutive
pores, have been attacked by the
Union Pacifist tailemet in Of
princedlere fled in tilt. United States
*intuit court in Topeka.
TAX SETTLEMENT.
SHERIFF POTTER WILL BE
READY IN TWO WEEKS,
FOR SETTLEMENT.. .
He Will Have Collected Something
in the Neighborhood of $14t-
000 This Yen-,
Sheriff Lee Pottegyestierday stat-
ed 'he would have Judge Lightfoot to
call a special session Of the fiscal
court in about two weeks in order
that the sheriff can make a settle-
swot with the catmint 'ireVittelmerit for
its portion of the taxes be ins cot-
tectixl. The eheriff rusdeesve settle-
ment with Justice Riettate Barber,
Who is the receiver-4w the county,
while alk. Barber himself makes a
settlement with the court after he
has carefully gone over the figures.
The sheriff is now at work on .his re-
port and will get same completed by
the time he has the judge to assem-
ble taw fiscal court. After settling
with this court Sheriff Potter goes to
'frankfort and settles with the state
'auditor for that 'part of the taxes due
the commonwealth.
Yesterday was the day on which
'the six penecent penalty should have
been added by the sheriff to the tax-
es oi gopte not 'paying hereto-
fore, bit alteriff ales lenient and
let yesterday officiate as of Thursday,
Which was Thanksgiving, and there-
fore a legal holiday. In doing this
he did not collect the additional coat
but the penalty goes on this morning
beyond question, and wilt have to be
borne by everybody owing taxes to
the sheriff.
Next Monday the sheriff sells the
real eatable radver!isest as 'delinquent"
thrc e. these columers for the Past
week or two, and front the proceeds
of the sale, take money enongb to
pay the taxes owed by the present
owners. This will leave nothing to
be colected for reeky while there is
only about ;Loco due on personal
property, and this be will 'have by the
time settlement is mode with the fis-
cal court.
This year the sheriff ha' collected
in the neighborhood of $147,000, and
will have fully this amount by settle-
ment time. Yesterday he receipted
for 1110,000 and will container doing
likewise for the next two weeks.
While collecting the outstanding tax-
es be will gradually mato op his re-
port and then add the ire*, collec-
tion, on as they come in and in this
way get Salvos in shape.
Ghei Pottle- has the re p u tat .n
of beiag gee only sheriff in the stat e
who collects about every donor due
the county and conmeonwealth as the
state auditor has informed him none
of the other sheriff* anyway, come
close to the load came. whew, big col-
lections are made. 'Timis j,- a, corn-
mendable record made during th-
past four years by Sheriff ' "otter,
who mnkes 'hie final tretelenvent with
the fiscal court and auditor this time,
as the first of next year be goes out
of office.
Specials for Sat. Dec. 2nd.
21 pounds 21
FINE, GRANULATED
Sugar $1.00
To every purchaser re $1 oo worth
of the following articles:
Dried Peaches, Dried Apricots,
Prune*, Layer Figs, Package Dates,
Mixed Nuts, Sweet Oranges, Whole
Cocoanuts, Navy 'Beans, Rice. Coffee,
Tea, Baking Powder, Extracts,
Spices, Corn Starch, Tapioca, Barley,
Butter Beans, Soap and all kinds of
lnd Canned Goods.
Great Pacific Tea
& Coffee Co.
03 Broadway,
OM Oahe in. Neer ohms int
TICE 15115.41, TtA STCralt
LICENSE CASE
SOLICITOR AND ATTORNEY
WANT TO LOOK INTO
ORDINANCE.
Luke Claxton, White, Fined for Spit-
ting on the Public Sidewalk—
Police Court.
Yesterday morning in the police
court there was put off until next
Monday the warrant taken out
against the Fraternity building own-
ers, wherein the latter are testing the
validity of the municipal ordinance
in which provisions are made that
buildings with so many office rooms
therein above four in nenriber, ehae
pay 'certain city licenses. The case
was continued at the instance of the
city solicitor and city attorney, who
informed the court that they wanted a
to look thoroughly into the ordi-
nance before it went to trial.
Luke Cktinon, white, was fined $1
and costs for spitting on the sidewalk
at Ogilvie's corner, at Broadway and
Fourth street.
Will Albritton, colored, was held to
the circuit court and jury on the
charge of stealing some whisky from
Ham & White.
Will Blanch wee essessed $1 and
costs for being drunk.
The breath of the peace charge
against Holland Young was contin-
ued. He is charged with striking
Bert Payne with an Won tool at Han
rran's plumbing estabhehment, where
the works.
The grand larceny charge against
William Buford was continued until
today. He is the negro charged with
stealing town killing them and den-
fling the beans, seNing the hide.
Until today was continued tint
grand larceny charges against Charles
and Minnie Wheeler, who are accused
of stealing $65 from she home of
Mike I se-man. •
The judge postponed until next
Monday the grand larceny enlarge
egaitest L H. Beyers. Henry Bou
geno chims the other stifle
grno's wheel.
Grant Howell wee fined $11 and the
cons for expectorating on the side-
walk in violation of the anti-spitting
law.
Until today wes there put off the
warrant accusing Charles Lee with
carrying concealed weieons.
Shell Taylor and Bud Nanc.ewer 
e ach fined $5 for enraging in 
a 
mu-
tual fi gen.
WIFE'S CLAIM
REFEEREE'S DECISIOK MAY
BE APPEALED IN HOBSON
BANKRUPT CASE.
This Morning Referee Bagby Again
Takes Up the Moses Schwab
Bankruptcy Proceeding,
Referee Bagby yesterday in the
bankrupecy omen overruled excep-
tions to Cl.a4M8 present against the
bankrupt estate of John B. Hobson.
4le- this all the claims are suetained
and will be ordered paid off, so much
on the dotter, just what amount the
estate pays oat
It is probable the decision of
Referee Bagby will be appealed to
Judge Walter Evans of the United
States court at limmisvible, wherein
the referee overruled the exceptions,
end allowed the $95o claim Mrs.
Minnie Woods Hobson has against
the harectimt estate. She claims that
the got loam insurance from the fire
companies when her home burned
several years ago near Thirteenth
and Clay streets, and that Ale loaned.
*no of this to her husband. The
L. M. Emery estate has claim of
$1.000 against Hobson for money he
borrowed from Mir. Emery be-fore the
latter died' The Emery estate on be-
of their chain excepted to the
claim of Hobson', wife, and when the
tatter was allowed. the Emery estate
announced it Ironed appeal Judge
Baohy's opinion to Jludge Evans at
Louisville. The Hobson estate has
aseests of about $2,000, and liabilities
of about $4,000.
Schwab's List.
This rnernen at in RefPree
Itegby- will resume 'hearing the Mose
Sdhivrab bankruptcy proceeding.
Schwab was given mail yesterday to
frte a sehedhk, (bowing the assetonnt
ok money he had paid out Since the
first of this year. He was ready to
file the list with the referee yesterday,
bet the kitter 'was not at leisure then,
and continued the matter over *11
,
this morning,
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School Shoes
They are the Kind that
wear well and Always
Look Neat And 'Dressy.
- OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS REASONABLE -
Lendler & Lydon
309 BROADWAY
'Phone Drders receive Prompt Attention 'Phone 675
We cannot begin to name the many beautiful articles shown in our holiday disp:ay of Silver-
ware. We can only ask all who contemplate the purchase of gifts to come in and we for
themselves our splendid assortment of rich and appropriate presents. Our goods are all new,
fresh, no old left-overs from last year. It's a pleasure to show our goods. Again we ask
you to come in arid have a look. J. L. WANNER, Jeweler, 4213B'vray, opp. Palmer House.
Don't Worry.
(Henderson Journal.)
&Whop Woodcock, while recently
in Hopkineville, delivered a sermon
which has aroused a good deal of
conninent. ' He took his text from
Matthew 6:34—''Take tido-chore no
thought for the morrow; for the mor
new shall take tbought for the things
f 'Nen,' and, bried* eutnmarized,
his discourse might be contained in
the two words: "Don't Worry."
The bishop was careful to defile
his interpretation of the text as con-
taining in no sense an invitation to
improvidence, and yet, there is an in-
ciefinable dread that to take no
thought for the morrow implies the
absence of a proper conception of re
sponsibility and a cureless unconcern
for a posterity on whieh, sooner or
'later, the ehifted burdens must fall. .4
The race flor weanh, the worship
of the Golden Calf by men and
men of all creeds, the ineetwate and
insatiate hunger for social notoriety
and prominence have produced a race
of haggard and restless neurotics.
To these an adnxmition to let the
morrow tate care of itself would be
regarded as unworthy of serious con
sideration; the "climber," social, po-
litical or financial, has no time to
%mete on such frivolities; he lives for
a dar of attainment—which some-
times turos out to be a day of disap-
pointment if not of disgrace.
The notion of a "leieure class" is
obnoxious to a great many Ameri-
can,: they seem to regard it ate tend
ing to create the nucleus of what is
popularly styled "an effete aristoc-
racy," and are Ergetful of the fact
that without a liesure class vulture
and the •Thurnanitiee" are apt to be-
come- the perquisites of professors
and their immediate admirers. Noth
ing nowadays has time to mature
speed of producteon is the test of
excellency as it is also, frequently,
the measure *of instability. "A Short
life and a merry one" has been trans
formed into a short fife and a nett-
fese one, and today is *yellowed up
in the prospect of a dire procession
of fateful tomorrows.
At such a time it is refreshing to
be reminded that the future was
never intended to hold a mortgage
on the present, and that a man's love
arid corn-ern for his dear ones is not
always; to be imaged by the furrow-
ed brow and anxious mein with
Which at night he site at home build
ing castles for their future. It wouldi
ir. mtany instance* be a positive ad- l
vantage if Aare could be persuaded I
to follow the pagan mixing "carpe
Gram" and to seize the fleeting op-
portttnity for rational enjoyment,
The Steamier& say that tomorrow
'cut; one may learn a ln even. n'7.'lesreo 
from the peninsula.
A SUDDEN DEATH.
Covington, Toner. Nov. 30—At a One hundred and threehotel here yeeterday F.. L. 
'Schafer,1 
railroad was built in Kentucky
a shire deurenter for a We verbitt, 1905 according to the antrualt report
Mae,. home, died suddenly from a of the state railroad t'ceTamll"iimi• Thewoke of paraternin He wog &blue report shown 1,033 people were hurt
en yiteue• old, and be n• believed tio on the rots& 77 trainmen sod 132
bare tech's& ha St. Doti& 1 passengers being killed. .
OM OBI
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"HOME"::
REMEDIES
MO MI
MB dB
ell Mk
MI MB
MB MB
MN MI
Every family has a list of fa-
vorite receipts upon which they
depend in case of minor ail-
ments. We take pride in com-
pounding these home prescrip-
tions. They get the same care-
ful attention that we give to
all doctors' prescriptions.
Let us prepare your winter's
supply of these remedies now.
J. IL Oehlschlaeger,
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
-MO
TALL MEN have many advan-
tages in a crowd; well dressed they
have advantage anywhere.
Some tailors can rob a tall man of
his natural advantage very quickly.
We study to enhance it,
iniks
in
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
ARE THE 'ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE JONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE 5oc.
TAKE NO OTHER
TilEY ARE GUARANTEED.
BACON'S
• DRUG STORES.
th & Jackson Sta. phone en& Clay Sts., phone 31l.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE,
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 756.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehars. he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
ers, promising them the quickest ser-
vice and nothing but the best drugs
at reasonable prices
Hayes'
Seventh
and
Broadway.
Tel. 756, 7th and Broadway.
S. W. Arnold
worn+ it thy nropertv 'at sage and
erre, miss
'ine/04-4- for rent
Talephooe, old, tellg.
Dr. R. B. Oriffith
wo"
.7 ter g a. tn.: r In 3 P. low le III P. ab•-•
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
photie itall at the @See, be*
ROMS •raa at t Otase-keues
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1 • ta: The Fashions of the Day
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AFTERNOON GOWNS.
They are made up of those various well for any occasiou; embroidered ot+
countries and of various historic pert- tar and revers and large, fancy buttons
ods; we borrow at presentsnot only from should be the trimming. But we may
France, but from England and Japan. state right here the tendency is for the
And the old modes, of course. are lighter colors for dressy wear; this is
adapted to modern demands; wherefore to be what is called a color season; by
It is difficult in the adaptation to trace which Is not meant necessarily &showy,
back to the origin. This season we are "loud" season, but one where somber
to have the high puffed sleeve of the shades are in the background.
days of Louis XV. and elaborate waist- White waists for wear with various
coat of the same period. The straight- skirts are to be in full favor, worn as
front waistcoat is of the next Louis' they have not been for several years.
time, and the Empire coat brings us to Those of fine whtte„trinimed with some
another period. The strictly tailored hand-made lace and embroidery, will
▪ walking costume we get, we are told, be well liked, and white nets are to be in
-from the London tailors, but surely mode. Spangled robes will be affected
much improved upon by the American by those that care for that sort of thing,
roan cf shears, but they always seniins) us of the circus,
In materials and trimmings we hark and we think them very trying, unless
back to days of rich stuffs and flower one have very ',Oslo eyes and a bra-
adornment. Velvet will be much worn, tient complexion_
• It is scebecorning and dressy; there will Separate waist oe silk and chiffon will
he a great deal of hand-work, hand-made be worn as part of the three-piece suits;
lees and embroideries; colored shoes answer for some more than usually
will continue in high fashion, especially dressy morning affair, be just the thing
for evenings, although colored uppers for afternoon drew, and do well enough
with patent-leather tips will appear. for evening. Last year we remember. a
The colored shoes come down to us from beautiful costume of gray; the skirt a
the superfine days, as does the elbow line broadcloth, the waist a creation of
sleeve with the deep frills of lace and gray chiffon, velvet and lace; the wear-
the deep-pointed bodice, still to remain or a handsome pale brunette, it was very
in style. It looks a bit queer to see the effective.
brown hands of a girl of the day ex- Does this appeal to you as a play on
tending from the delicate lace ruffles blue—a color very common and not
we were wont to associate with fingers considered especially suitable for any-
• aristocratic attenuation and pallor, thing save the common wear, and yet we
let the girl of the present seems serene- hold that a use of the delicate tones
ly unconscious of any anachronism. would make most effective costume for
The fashionable walking skirt is of formal occasions—a skirt of fine dark
cbcular cut and instep length, and the blue broadcloth and e long coat of the
accompanying coat is long and close fit- same; the waist of gray-blue chiffon,
tins, but not so long as the separate made with high puffed sleeves, the lower
wrap. To bind these utility skirts vel- part unlined, the arm showing through
vet is used, that the appearance be neat, the transparency; here and there some
so frayed edges suggesting untidiness. metallic luster. in the girdle back and
And the economically minded, as all front, and perhaps a necklace pr doss
sensible women should be, no matter collar of silver filagree.
bow long the purse, will approve of the Costumes will again be made up on
isfility skirt of the day also because the boned and fitted linings. Save in de-
nims are protected, the skirt short tails, which are of utmost importance
eimough not to brush against the upper in giving the right touch of fashionable-
parts am: make them dingy, neas, styles are very similar to those of
The bcx coat s.nti long semi-fitting last year. The sleeve Is perhaps the
separate wrap now gives place tti the most decided departure, the puff well
Iffloipire coat, which defines the figure above the elbow. Plain goods will be in
more or lees clearly. One of black better form than novelty mixtures;
broadcloth should prove an excellent those that cannot afford broadcloth, or
Investment; if the material were very desire lighter weight goods, will do well
fine and lovely this wrap woeld answer to choose Henrietta.
The Important Details of Dress
Velvet and felt will be prominent in
the construction of the season's hats,
the felt of a pliable sort. Feather hats
also are on display, the feathers of a
soft, brownish gray—very trying, only
a few being able to wear this colorless
combination. The leading colors in the
ntillIr.ery world are smoke-gray, plum
and burgundy shades, and a blue that
kas a suspicion of green. For dress
hats lace drapery will be used—veiling
EMBROIDERED MOHAIR
the flower trimming, which is to be a fea-
ture of the winter millinery. And very
pleasing we consider the use of flowers
during the cold days. think they con.
trait so prettily with velvets and other
rich materials.
We cannot slavishly follow English
and French fashions for several good
reasons, among them Sifference of cli-
mate. That which English haze would
soften, in our bright light looks gaudy.
At this season of the year, when French
and English country life is at its height,
especially In the United Kingdom, are
plaids looked upon as picturesque and
very suitable for the fading days of au-
tumn—every year are brought for-
ward. On this side they never become
so popular, and certainly are much too
conspicuous for town wear. Still they
are worn, and in the country are pleas-
ing In the later days of the season.
Embroidered taffeta is employed for
breast and sleeve revers on the fall
coats, the embroidery used as an edging
*and done in colors in silk, small floral
resigns preferred. If one cannot afford
the hand work, very rich colored gal-
lopns may be used with good results.
Embroideries will be seer. on woolens
as well as silks, this trimming another
feature of the season.
The manufacture of velveteen has
reached such a stage of perfection, the
dyes now are so good, it will without
doubt prove a strong rival to velvet, the
two will be extremely popular with fol-
lowers of Fashion. Fur trimmings will
be approved, and chiffon waists for the
three-piece velvet suit, the waist of vel-
vet being too warm in our over-heated
houses
Shouldersare to be broad, almost man-
nishly 80, and the higher sleeve puff
now in favor gives the desired fullness.
Skirts will be ample just below the
hips, the bust high, the deep point of
the girdle in front much the same as last
year. As one writer remarks, fashion
tendencies are an accentuation and de-
velopment of adopted styles rather
than an introduction of novel ones.
Which means we may without a great
deal of trouble remodel some of last
year's gowns.
Pale blue Is a good choice for the sep-
arate waist. A pretty waist recently
offered was a light-colored mohair with
open-work embroidery. This can be
easily cleaned, and should meet with
high favor. Sleeves for waists to be
worn save with the strictly short walk.
lag costume, wilt be of elbow length of
one even shorter than this acorns
Which entail% very long gloves, and
very long gloves are pretty expensive
For evenings, it may be a comfort te
know, the long silk glove will be all
right.
ELLEN 08MONDE.
No Chance.
Uncle—! hear, Harold, that you
have failed In your examinations
again.
Harold—Yes; they asked me the
same questions that they did last year,
---Caseeta.
A MODERN PROBLEM
WHOSE SOLUTION WOULD BRING
FAME AND FORTUNE.
AMERICANIZED SERVANTS
Effect of Transplanting on Scandina-
vians —Cross-Questioning the
Mistress—Ordeal of Intel-
ligence Office.
"The King was in the counUng-house
Counting up his money:
• The Queen was in the kitchen
Eating bread ar.d honey;
The maid was in the garden
Hanging up the clothes,
When along came a neighbor and offered
her a dollar a month more waSee.-
H I CAGO.—The mel-
ancholy days have
come, the saddest
of the year by far.
Yoe have returned
from the country
place to take up
again life in the
city.. That fact in
Itself need not be
regarded in a sor-
rowful light, for
the city In winter
has much to offer;
It is the keeping the machinery of living
going that induces the woeful state of
mind.
At this time of year all the servants
ere moved to desert their former place
of serrice, to seek new kitchens, new
sham be rs, other mistresses. We
have tried to analyse this accom-
paniment of the falling of ,the
leaves, but have not been able to satis-
factorily. Is it that the keen autumn
air makes them ft-inky and restless and
ambitious, does It give them Utopian
dreama of "a pleas" where there is to
be plenty of money and the lightest of
labor? We cannot, cannot say; if we
could diagnose correctly, arrive at a
remedy. our fortune and fame would be
essured. At present we are able only
to contemplate the exodus and initia-
tion.
In Chicago most of the servants are
Scandinavians, everywhere one comes
across Swedish and Norwegian maid;
golden-haired, pink-cheeked young
women of apparent health and muscle.
But it is wonderful bow America seems
to affect them, how quickly these girls
that at home tolled In field and on moun-
tain side become unable to handle or-
dinary household tasks. When they
first arrive they attack housework with
willing hand, the observer enjoys their
splendid strength, the strength that
seems to make nothing of sweeping and
scouring and baking and brewing; but
a little while and they have learned from
their fellow immigrants of longer resi-
dence that America is a. land where the
servant girl need not strive to please,
that American mistresses are indulgent.
And, in, a great change occurs. HUda
and Alma discover they cannot do the
washing, Ironing is really too bard for
them; polishing windows impossible.
Assistants here, assistants there, must
be brought in; the householder's money
all is spent in the luxury of servants.
A New Plato.
"MY take all the
money and they
take French leave
too. It is clamor-
ous for the mistress;
to feel safe, she
must be ever on
the qui vive to pre-
pare for a change.
It were well if
she, like the serv-
an'• stood in with
milkman, collee-
n' a n, aro/Grimm,
butterman. the half-dozen and so gen-
tlemen that knock frequently at the
back door. A. personal aequaintanee
with these is desirable, they are the
confidantes of -the girls:" they know
the secrete of many househalas; if "she"
Is satisfactory, what wages "she" pays,
what kind of presents are to be expect-
ed; the good and bad points of many a
place. And they act as middle men, ob-
tain for apparently desirable mistress
apparently desirable maid. It helps
their custom, they feel the satisfaction
of having performed a noble deed.
The girls lacking the kind offices of
the business gentlemen mentioned, start
out themselves in pursuit of the ideal
situation. On the day off they make the
campaign, answer advertisements or
congregate in employment offices.
Thursday here in Chicago is the day
they are abroad in numbers, and it is of
much interest, though also of depres-
sion, to stand by and watch the employ-
ment office play. Here is a young Swede
who can say barely more that is intel-
ligible to thS American mistress than
Ja and Noland $5. She knows abso-
lutely nothing of American house-
keeping. very little of any kind of house-
keeping, but she is tremendously sure
she is worth five dollars.
The Search for the Golden GirL
FTER an average
good housewife has
had the Swede and
Norwegian In
training a fee
weeks. the Swede
and Norwegian as
a ruler are attrac-
tive In appearAn ce,
a neat and dainty
part of the house-
hold. The neat uni-
form, the coquet-
tish aprons go well
with the blonde good looks, until spoiled
t:,ey have a respectful address, not nee-
essarily servile. just decently raniect-
ful. And the ignorant bride, or new
housewife of any sort, looking at a
friend's menage says: "0, I, too, must
get me just 'niche piece of perfection a*
Ifilda or Alma; straightway I will 44,4
rertise and, to make assurance doubly
:tire will register at an employment ut-
ile&
'fhe bride, or new housewife of any
kind, seats herself of a Thursday to
mishit with confidence the arrival of
the perfect maid, who is to at once step
into her new quarters and at once begin
the role of perfect maid. The reality
does not fit the vision; they come, but
not to be interrogated, to interrogate.
They do the questioning, they pass the
Judgment: "What time Is te tinner?"
"How many in to family?' "The yani-
toor clean te rugs and wash windows?"
The ardor dampened, the employment
agency is visited. Here discouragemest
deepens, en masse Hilda and Alma are
overpowering; en masse. awful judges,
whose lowering, auspicious looks convi...1
the fainting mistress at once; all appar-
ently high-priced specialists who scorn
your modest price.
The Search Continued.
EARILY they go to
and fro in search of
the golden girl,
women with money
and women with
but moderate In-
come. I, who have
written statistical.
- called it really a)1
studied themes on
the Servant Prob-
lem, who have
See mistress problem.
themistresses
wetly to blame, am about ready to liaN*
a little sympathy for the mistress class,
las madder them now the under dog.
hold them now the victims. But is this
sketch I intend to blame no one; just
present a glimpse of household difficul-
ties. call nobody names, I'll try to
smile over vexations and hindrances.
I advsetise for a maid, and receive
immediate reply that there is an experi-
enced high-class Swedish girl awaiting
my pleasure; she will call upon me. She
does not call. I go to the address given
in the advertisement. It proves an in-
telligence office, • close, unclean place
presided over by a most untidy female.
Yes, the high-class Swede is here. She
enters, a young moderately nice-look-
ing girl. At once the questions begin.
The answers seem satisfactory, and she
egress to accompany me to my home and
look the ground over. But a second
thought strikes her, she interrogates
farther: "Who in your family?" lily
mother and two sisters." She turns
from me, roseate herself, remarks to the
manager of the office: -0, I won't go
there; I don't want to go any place
where there's no man." Sadder and
wiser, I weed my solitary way home.
I have advertised for a maid, now I
must advertise for a man.
Orientat to the Boom&
NCE I dwelt in a
tropic land where
there was no serv-
ant question, per-
haps for that rea-
son called the Para-
dise of the Pacific.
T h • r e, noiseless,
white-robed, deft-
handed China boys
and Jap stewards
ministered to one's
needs. You gave
them an order once
and the orderless carried out with abil-
ity and dispatch. Bo gladly I learn that
the Jep steward and China boy have
penetrated to Chicago, speedily there-
after search the advertising columns.
This is what I come upon:
!Utilities Wanted ---,-Japanese. re I ta-
ble, arst-olass butler tie respectable fam-
ily; neat; neat; finest worker, ref.
Yamasakis Alas. Yamasaki, the butler
propositios overpowers me. And read-
ing Japanese advertisements further
does not give me what I scek—althoueb
it gives me amusement:
Situation Wanted —Japanese highest.
butler. in highest great family; so neat,
and bright; best reference.
Ah, are we finding the clew? Is It
that maid and valet and butler are
searching for the "highest, great fam-
ily?" Does it make for them a rise ro-
chilly. that rise for which they all .''n."
to America, land of striving aris-
tocracy?
The situation grows more and more
hopeless. We are lost in its thick fog.
K ATH ERIN E POPE.
FOND OF COON HUNTING.
Oklahoma Postmaster Quits His Job
So He Nay Go Out After'
Gains.
Dr. Steptitof Call, an octogenarian
resident of Ingalls, In eastern Okla-
homa, boasts that he has killed more
coons than any other living man, and
although an octogenarian, Dr. (WI still
follows the sport.
Dr. Call learned to burn powder with
Gen. Lew Wallace in Mexico during
the war with that country, and later
he followed this same leader through
the civil war. In addition to being
through two wars ha has bad three
wives.
The time of year is rapidly approach-
ing when coons are the "ripest." ac-
cording to this veteran hunter, and
this winter will be spent, as have all
those in the past hunting in the
woods.
When there was a vacancy in the
post office at Ingalls several years ago
Dr. Call won the place with ease. But
the position was too binding. He loom)
employed another man to look after
the affairs of the office, so that he
could hunt. Recently he resigned the
office, stating that he could not fled lbs
time to give both It and hunting cootie
the attention they required.
Back Up!
&rapt's-- -Do you call that thing on
your head a hat?
Mrs. Scrappy--Do you call that thing
In your hat a hese—Ws.
Out of Date, Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of' date, the members of your
household are constantly risk:ns their
health. Defective plurrebirg genei,eca
germ-bearing sewer gases Nvi.ich
the atmosphere and cannot help but t.e
breathed by the occupants.
•..
Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective p:ping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made,
namely ISbaidare Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
booklet Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.
E.D. HANNAN, Plumber
•••••
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert 'workman? If you do take
it to
jobn j. Skid), -jeweler.
224 Broadway, - Paducah, Ky.
J E. COULSON,
LUMBING...
Steam and Dot Water Heating,
Phone 133. 52, Broadway.
44444•44444444444+4-1.4.4444444.41
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paclunith, Kentucky,-
Capital ars.z1 Surpitms $1/545,00co
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PISS
N. W. VAN CULIN CASMILA.
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pape 4
per coat per annum on tune certificate of deposits.. Safety hoses in fire
preset sank tor me at 113 to 'to per year as to also. You carry your own
tory and no one bet yourself ism access.
Per Wafts, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Um
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONB ON THE MARK= for Monumental and
Bending purposes, as it BLILAC HBO WHITE UPON EXPOS.
ME AND THEN RETAINS 119 WHITENESS; does not be-
cones dark and discolored.
LET MB TELL YO U MORII ABOUT IT : : :
isim S. Porteons Marble Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, ICT,
New Century Hotel
DA.WSON SPIUNGS, KY.
This fine7snodern hotel is sow open under. New.
Ilseuagementi for guests al. the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best. accommodations a*-easoaable rates
Price Bros. etc CO.,
Dawson Springs,Xentacky.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Otto!
Handling Freight, Machinery 2ndland Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 36o. -
immEmoseem. 
Residence Phone 726
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STENOGRAPHERS' ENGLISH.,
Some of Their Eluziders Make thd
Eriiployer's Life a Burden-
A Pew Instance.
In some stenographic systems an,
arbitrary sign may stand for one, two
or even three words. Sometimes the
mistranslation of one of these signs
leads to funny results, says Success
Magazine.
"The deed shocked the nation to the
heart-core," was what was said, and the
typewriter evolved: "The dead shocked
the notion to the hard car." "The rumor
was but transient, though," was hardly
recognisable as "'The rammer was
trains end through." A rear-end col-
lision was evidently in that girl's mind.
"As manna fed the Jews," was in-
geniously tortured by another young
woman into "As mamma fed the jays."
Yet she was a Sunday school teacher.
"Plays, creeps and laughs, the inno-
cent," crooned the main, one day, mouth-
ing the opening lines of some projected
baby verses. When the typewriter
tapped out. "Plays craps and leaves the
Innocent," he scanned her visage
••• closely.
-*He said: "The voice of Dr. Jocelyn
was heard calling for assistance," and it
came out: "The vice of Dr. Josh Lane
was hard killing four assistants."
When "But she held Jake too dearly
for that, and so-passed on," was dte.
tated. and it came out: "But she held
Jacks, two, drawing for that and so
passed, one," would it have been unjust
to credit the girl at the machine with
an elementary knowledge of gambling?
Occasionally new beast or bird is
discovered by the typewriter, thus:
"The sea-quail was, etc.," the intention
being,"the sequel was, etc." This was in
line with • blunder made by the same
girl, who had avowed that "a gull sunk
the schooner," instead of "a gale:" On
another occaelon she declared that a
pair of lovers "hatched up a pretty
squirrel," instead of their having
!patched up • petty quarrel."
Having confessed that once upon
time she had been • waitress in a popular
restaurant, the reason is clear why
"Foist the males of the dynasty" was
clicked out: "First, the meals of the
dinnersIY." This sounds like a "made-
up," but it is fearful fact.
"The president was heard with ac-
claim." dictated the man. -The present
was hard with a clam," wee what the
typewriter insisted that be had said, as
she tearfully hunted for her Dotes.
EXODUS OF IRISH YOUTH.
Aged Parents and 'mall Brothers
Lad Sisters Lett in the
Villages.
RECRUITS FOR ARMY
NOT MANY APPLICATIONS AT
ELECTION TIME.
The Sort of Men Who Are in Evi-
dence at the Government En-
listing Office and Their
Number.
It le largely es a result of the unpre-
cedeated loss of half its population in
halt* century that the present condition
of rural Ireland hi so interesting a study.
says Plentaser F. Jesse, in Anserican
Monthly Review of Reviews. The de-
populatiom of Ireland has largely
changed the lEe of the people, and the
Ireland of to-day lacks much of being
the Ireland of GO years ago
Owing to locket labor, the former in-
tensive cultivation of the soil has
ceased Tillage has been superseded by
pasturage Thouaands of acres that in
former years were teeming with laborers
planting and working potatoes and
turnips, and harvesting wheat and oats,
are now turned out In grass, and the
song of the laborers and the whetting of
scythes have been hushed, and In their
place can be heard the lowing of cattle
and the tinkling of sheep bells.
in all parts of the middle, south and
west of Ireland one sees evidences of
this remarkable change--more remark-
able since the signs of former possession
and cultivation are still so evident. For
SU years the young and vigorous farm
hands have been dropping the hoe and
spade and emigrating to America, leav-
ing behind them to attempt their work
their infirm old parents and their little
brothers and sisters. The children
dream through their boyhood and girl-
hood of the time when they In turn can
go down to Queenstown and sail on the
big ship for New York or Boston.
Whole Tillages have thus been robbed
of their young people, and vast country
sections that once teemed with vigorous
farm laborers now contain but a handful
of men who are really capable of bard
labor.. Indeed, one of the most striking,
and at the same time most melancholy,
sights in rural Ireland to-day is the un-
usually large number of despondent-
looking old men and women who mope
absent-mindedly about the roadways of
the country-aide or the alleys of the
hundreds of semi-deserted villages.
Their sons and daughters have grown up
and gone to seek their fortunes in the
west. Not one In a hundred of them will
ever return to boa and spade the rocky
old Irish fields again.
"Recruiting?" The keen-eyed major
who has charge of the recruiting office
on Third avenue swung around in his
swivel chair. "This is the dull sea-
son for recruiting. There is no other
time of the year when there are so few
enlistments."
"For what reason? Oh, the election,
I think. The men can get more work
and better pay outside just now, so
they are not so anxious to join the
army."
"Then it isn't always patriotism
that makes them enlist?"
The kindly faced officer shook his
head, relate. the New York Times.
"No. Eionsetimes it's because they're
out of work and hard up. Others join
the army through lore of adventure,but there are some," the fighting
man's blue eyes kindled; "there are
some who join for love of country."
A slender, fair-haired boy, who
looked nearer 17 than, 20, entered the
room. He had passed the physical
examinatios and safely run the gan-
let of the other departments and had
at last reac/ftbd the final court The ,
recruiting officer lookdd the boy Over
with a military keenness that was not
unkindly.
"Your age" he asked, in a brisk
tone.
"Twenty-one," answered the boy.
"Will your parents certify to that?"
"I have none." sad the youth, stead-
ily, but with a nervous fingering of his
soft hat. "I'm an orphan."
The officer asked him several other
questions and brought the interview
to an abrupt close.
"I can't take you in to-day," he said,
and as the boy's face clouded, he add-
ed: "Bring eertifications as to your
age and character and a recommenda-
tion from the last man for whom you
worked. If they are satisfactory I'll
enlist you to-morrow."
"It's his age," explained the major.
"He doesn't look anywhere near 21."
"But can't boys of 18 enlist?"
-Certainly, but not without' their
parents' consent. They have to bring
papers from their parents and letters
of recommendation before we'll take
them."
"And married men?" •
"Generally speaking, in tines of
pears they're barred. Unless the colo-
nel of some regiment is willing' to take
a married man it is against the regn
lations to enlist him. Yoe understand
there's no provision made by the ger
ornment for the support of the fam-
ilies of soldiers The men cannot live
with their families, sad it is out of
the question to move them about the
country, so the benediets are practic-
ally barred from the ranks.
"Yes. Indeed, they sometimes slip
In. They desert their wives, and
think they can escape in that way.
And some of them. If they get tired of
army life, or think they are In any
danger, resurrect their wives, as it
were, and use them as an excuse for
their discharge from the service.
Then they are dishonorably dis-
charged for having enlisted by fraud
"Most of the applicants prefer the
Infantry and attillery to the cavalry
because there is much less work in
the first two. A cavalryman has to
take care of his horse as well as hie
equipments; he has the work of the
infantryman and about as much again.
On the field, when camp is pitched,
he has to look out for his horse before
he can attend to his own wants. The
artillery offers the most advantages.
The men like to be stationed at home
here along the coast, where most of
the artillery is.
"On an average In this office we
have from 1.200 to 1,600 enlistigents a
year. For the past few years Ban
Francisco has broken the record for
enlistments, but that is because there
are more reenlistment' there than
anywhere else. All the soldiere
brought back from the Philippines
land in San Francisco. and the great
number of those who again enter the
army enlist In the western city."
Cheering.
"Didn't those hideous campaign
caricatures make your wife angry ?"
"No," answered the serene t'o' •
"Aftnr rtudying earf'li
she has concluded that I am not n ar-
ly as homely as I might be."-Wash
ington Star.
Mine Hospitals in Africa.
Positions as Matrons of mine hos-
pitals are mush sought after by nurses
In South Africa. Nearly all the Johan-
sesburg MEMO have their private hoe-
pits's, the Matrons of whieh are we?'
Raid and have eerafortable apartineut5
NENIMMEMENOMMINIIIIIM -7-
Illinois Central Railroad
trglarTABLE‘4-11-'
Aug. 22nd, 1905.
Sou* Bound. No. lot
Leave Cincinnati 
 8:20 a.m
Leave Louisville 
 
12:20 p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch 
Leave Central City 
Leave Nortonville 
Leave Evansville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Princeton 
 5:25
Arrive Peden/di 
 6:40
 P.=Leave Paducah 
 6:4$ Pm.,Arrive Fukon 
 7:55 p.m.Arrive Gibbs, Teen. 
 8:31 p.m.
Arrive Rives 
 8:39 will.
Arrive Jackson 
16":1"11 hiemphis 
 I0:30 p.m.
%aka New Orleans 
 xx :no a.m.
Thrtle in the Hail.
When the last western pouch was
brought from the railroad station at
Paterson and dumped on the distribut-
ing table at the post office a huge snap-
ping turtle walked out of the pouch and
seated itself on top of the pile of mail.
It then made its way to the stamp de-
partment. The turtle had enough
stamps on its back to take it to its desti-
nation, but the paper containing the ad-
dress had been lost in transit. Under
the rules of the department. the turtle
will be sent to the dead-letter office un-
less the sender can be found, and will
forward enough stamps to cover its
shipment back. Meanwhile, the car-
riers' association has adopted the turtle,
and, despite the department rules,
i talks hopefully of being able to relegate
; the turtle to the soup-pot.
--Newark
News.
No. 103
6:oo pm.
9:40 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
12:o8 a.m.
1 :03 a.m.
I.:40 a.m.
4:40 p.m.
2:27 a.m.,
3:40 a.m.
3:45 cm.
4:50 a.m.
3:17 a.m.
5:23 a.m.
7:15 aim,
8:z5 a.m.
8:15 p.m.
No. 121
7 :25a.m.
*9:ocia.m.
x :05a.M.
12 :30p.M.
:38.a.m
8:3oa.m.
:20a.m.
2 :35p.m.
4:zop.rn.
6:oop.m.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR.
LAWYERS
OFFIaS: Bentoe. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 3133.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want ycur clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
.....8:30p.., 11•1ioRivers,M. D.Ninth Bound. No. z 02 N9o:r.sro4a.m.Leave New Orleans No. 122
Leave Memptes •
7:Io p.m.
8:5o p.m.Leave Jackson, Tenn 
 
6:5o a.m.
to:to pin1...e.Le-ave
 Rivesalivess 
.
xl:58 p.m.9:42 am,
 9:48 am 9:15 P.m.Lear, Patton 12:35 a.m.10:10 a.m.
r:43 . a.m. 
6:ooa.m.Arrive Paducah 
Leave Pdinsah 
 
I I 120 A.M. 7:40a.m.
1:48 a.m.11:35 a.m. 7 :93a.m.Arrive Prtasaton 
Arrlve flopidarville 
 
123:395o
 p).rnm. 3:03 a.m. 9:29e-
9:40 a.m. 
m-
Andes Emmerilie 
 6:25 p.m, 9:45 am.Ants'. Nodoswille 
 1:38 p.m. 3:51 a.m.
2 :05 p.m.
4357535
 1)Ppxo-121:ni. 
10:35e.m.Amine Central City 
1 r :3oa.m.Aeries Mane Brandt 
z2:55p.m.Arrive Owensboro 
4:559•M
845:::311035 asaimm.
Agave Loaiswille 7:90 am. 4:55P-m-Aerive ClatOnnati 
 9:15 P.m. 11:55 a.m.
ST.
(North Bound.)
LOUIS DIVISION.
(South
No, 306- No. 374.
La'. Paducah.... ze:eop.m. 4:20p.re.Lv. St. Louis,.,.Ar. Carbondale.. 4
 '25p.m. 8.4op.m.Lv.
▪ (lhicago 
 5 :3oem. 8 052 Jrn.Ly. Carbondale .Pr. St. Louie-  8:05p.n. 7:08a.m.Ar. Paducah_
Bound.)
No. 305.
7 :454.m.
2 :50a.m.
:4oa.m.
3:35P-m.
(Nort12
Lv. Hopkinsville
Lv. Princeton.,
Ar. Paducah...,
• Psdncek....
Ar. Cairo 
As, St Louis 
lx. Chicago 
No. 375.
9 :4P1,131-
6:2op.m.
7 :05a.M.
:0011.111.
CAIRO-HOPRINSVILLE  LINE
Hound.) (South
r0l-801 135-835
11 :2os.rn. 6:40e.m.Ly. Chicago.
2 :35p.m. 7:45a.m. LV. St. Louis ..
4 spxrc 9 :25ern.Lv. Cairo . . .
7mop.m. 9:3os.m.As. Paducah....
8:35p.m. II : roa.m.Lv. Paducah....
7 :again. $ :oop. m.Ar. Princeton ..
8:o5a.m. 9:30p.znAr. Hopkinsville
pew.
Bound.)
122-822 136-836
6:20p.m. 9:45a.m.
9:40p m. 2 :I sem.
6:002.m. 6:20p.m.
7:4;asn. grop.m.
7 :5oa.m. 8 :z5p.m.
9:29.m, 9:50p.m.
 
 II :oop.m.
Trains marked the, (*) run daily except Sunday. Ali other trains runRely. Trains 103 and 104 carry duo ugh /sleepers between Cincinnati,Illemptis and New e; trains to i and 102 sleepers between L,ouieville,alsondsk and New Orls. Trains For and 822 sleepers between PaducahWI St Louis. For knitter informs tion, address
J. T. DONOVAN, Gene ref Agent, Paducah, Ky.GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. IlieRLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.FORN. A. Scorr, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn,
S. G. liPATCH, G. P A., Chicago, III.
C. C IffCARTY. D. "P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
Everything Accepted.
"You seem to think a good deal of ;
that man."
"Well, I might to," admitted the young
author. "He's the only person who
never rejects my contributions." , t3o SOUTH THIRD Si
"Ah, editor, eh?"
I "No; be passes the plate at ourI church."-Pittsbarg Post.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE SPALL 8L74 OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR L SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WIC WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 1%c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, roc, i5c, 20C
AND UP TO boo PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND-EVERY CONSIEVEABLY COI
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS iN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKSAND BULLETING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. :ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES ANDint CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C •1EE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Avel
OFFICE zao NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence age Office 253
A. S. DABNEY-T
-DENTIST-
Truehart Building
IJrderto
A:40 
p.m.
3:55 p.m.
4'37 pm.
kers end EmhnimPrs.
PADUCAH, KV
SIn Uruguay, until within • few yes" 
edneiniesem The boats used by tete fiehermien ofi 
the sale of hides was the only partOf the 
4ismillumb Peru are hendirs of reed, tied rongh-.
cattle Indult" that yielded any
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151E ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
- 
Both Phones 3ee
Office hours 8 to ro a. in., I to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p.
Dr. Stampe'r
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
309 Broadway.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
40r Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah, Kentucky
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law.
Room No. 5, Columbia Building,
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRrPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST roc.
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING,
TELEPHONE NO. ass.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah,
$8.00 for the Round.
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, cornforeand re. t; good service, good table,good rooms, etc. Boats leave cadsWednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in,For other information apply to Jae.Koger' sunerintendent; FrankBrown, agtro.
M.11,
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLE*
W1d, MARBLE,
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS "IT
Rooms r, 2 and 3 Register Build.
lag, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts if the
state. Both tiones sz.
CITY TAX NOTICE.
CITY TAXPAYERS ARE HERE-
BY REMINDED THAT THE
LAST HALF OF THEIR CITY
TAXES ARE DUE SINCE NO-
VEMBER THE FIRST. AFTER
DECEMBER THE FIRST TEN
PER CENT WILL BE ADDED TO
ALL UNPAID BILLS, WE DE-
SIRE TO GIVE EVERYONE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO ESCAPE
THIS PENALTY. KINDLY CALL
AT tHE CITY TREASURERS
OFFICE, CITY HALL. AND SET-
TLE, SOON AS POSSIBLE, AND
THUS AVOID THE DISCOM-
FORT AND DELAY SO UN-
PLEASANT TO ALL IN THE
RUSH OF THE LAST DAYS.
VERY RESPECTFULLY,
JOIN j. DORIA N,
CITY TREASURER.
Texas, in the fiscal years of toed
an.14 1907 will pay $9oo,00o to confed-
erate veterans for pensions, besides
expending $154,538 for the support
of the confederate home.
The Ohinese laborers in the Rand
have organized a society called "The
Red Door." Its object is to get bet-
ter treatment for the members, even
if force hav to be used.
Meat Disoirdid. MAITIL, IIINitil & CO
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second
-hen.
Sto-Ves aqd
FUrr2itarre.
Buy anything and sell everything.118-220 Court street. Old phone 1341.
Clem Fransioll
Moving wagon in connection.
E.11. PURY EA R
ATTORNEY-AT-LA W,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Build.
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
e
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
',Attorney-at-Law.
Roms 13 an.' 14 Columbia Buildizeg
Old Phone 709.
 •
FLOURNOY ar REED
LAWYERS
Rooms to, rz and 12, Columbia Bldg,
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, ree
Nort hFilth. Both Phone 355.
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone zlign
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
-LAW Y ER--
Will practice in all courts of Ken.
tucky and Illinois.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trod
Co., 306 Broadway.
DR., W. C. EUBANKS.
(Hotneopethist.)
Office, 306 Broadway-Phone thiik
Residence, Sig Broadway.
Phone r49.
t.--- 
---s-
Office phone sir, Residence phone eeg
Vernon Blythe
au RGEE-114.
Rooms vos-re Fraternicv Binding.
Dr. J7T. GILBERT
OSTICOPATIIIC PHYILICLA.11
r TA, 401 7-4 Broadway,
PAMIC 0. KT
thy Jim 14, Rates glees' .4sen he.
41,11NL
•
•••
•
YE OLD-FASHIONED1 ABOUT PEOPLE
HOREHOUND
COUGH DROPS,
for Coughs and Colds.
Better than ever.
5e PER SACK.
m,pnERsoNs
DRUG STORE.
Saturday Morning, Dec. a, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath,
509% Broadway. Phones, Old, 1434
and New 76r.
Mime Runge, public stenographer,
Palmer House.
—The Mechaoicsburg M. E. revi-
vals have been discontinued until af-
ter the Christmas 'holid'ays.
—Obi& James WocidOr the fire
department, yesterclgy, oriliWided his
monthly report, pehicla shows that dur
ing NovembeeOhe losses by fire here
were the heavieer this year, they
amomiting to elbas-eaato $50,000‘•, --
-George Smith is suffering from a
painfully injured right band, caused
• by a piece of timber falling 'on him
at the shugloar act, r of his tether,
Butcher Charlie Smith.
—The German club of the high
school was entertained delightfully
last evenireg by the school language
teacher, ,Mties Susan Smith, at the
home of Miss Emma Morgan on
Washington street between Fifth and
Sixth.
BAD WEATHER
Thie Morning at 2 O'clock Rain Was
Coming Down Very Hard.
The weather of yesterday contin-
ued disagreeable like Wedne,day,
it remained very dkilly and this icy
feeling atmosphere continuing to
grow in that manner as the night
passed along. The rainfall began yes-
terday morning and continued
through the day and naiht slowly un-
til early this morning, when it corn-
. menced to fag in sheets, the down-
pour being very hard and steady at
2 o'clock.
Porspecte are for a continuation of
the cold weather, but forecasts are
for an estopal to the raise.
SHRINERS' MEETING.
Paducahans Returned From Louis-
ville Yesterday.
Mr. Fred Roth and others, of this
city returned yesterday from Louis-
ville, where they attended the big
meeting held by the Sleiners of this
state. There were out 150 candi-
dates initiated, the dries being one of
the largest ever put through atone
time. There were large dekgations
of m.ertibers from everywhere, over
soo attending the gear .1 banquet gie-
en alter the degree work.
MARRIED HERE.
Couple From Ballerd County Were
United by Rev. Cheek.
'At 2 O'C kick yesterday afternoon
Miss Otter% Buchanan and Mr. L.
E. Overstreet of Ballard county, were
united in marriage by Rev. Mtn S.
(-leek of the First Baptist. churehb
the cereirtony being performed at the
tninieter's home on North Fifth
street.
After the nuptials the young peo-
ple returnsd to their home. front
whence they came in the morning.
GRAND OPENING BALL,
Mcnday. Decethber 4. 19o5—To Be
Given at the New Dance Hall
and Skating Rink, 426
Broadway.
This is a new hal? lately opened,
and the largest and finest dancing
floor of any in the state. ?(either
time or money has been spared to
make this the eavellest dance hall
ever opened in the city of Paducah.
The best order guaranteed. Com-
mittee: Ketone Murray and Robert
Stith. We have the privilege of re-
jecting any improper character. Ad-
mission 50 cent F. Jones' ordhestra.
Good position for two high-class,
middle-aged men wlhvi can approach
j the beet clefts of hosinees men. No
books, insurance or soliciting. This
is an exceptional opportunity for
'A-i men. Call from? 9 to to a.
m. OT 2 to 3 p. nt Fraternity build-
room 215-A.
C. A. BURFORD.
Picture Framing.
I am at !the old stand, 423 Broad-
way, ready to do al) kind's ot art
work. Would be pleased to have My
old friends esPecial)y, cia s.nd seec
ube. P. BALIMASE'R.
Notice.
j. Bomberger is at hi, shop again.
1264 North Rd* street. end would
be. *zeal to see tall his customers
'aso .wisny oar& • ,
Miss Tillie Anepacher is in Kansas
City, Mo., visiting her sister, -Mrs.
Harry Frank, of 2314 East Thirteenth
street.
Mr. 'R. D. Garrett, the national
bank examiner, was here yesterday
from lanincetean,
Inspectors Green and McDoniald
were here yesterche from Nashville,
Teat, They came down to examine
the hulls and bodors of several of
the steamboats.
Mr. Charles Davis and wife, of Hop
kinsville, today ardve to visit Mrs.
L. B. Ragen, of Trimble street.
'Mtes Rubel Fuller, of Fulton, is
visiting Mi . James, sage), wife of
the druggist.
Mr. Bert ICITCYWitf-3 yesterday went
to Princeton.
President J. E. 'Bergen, of the In-
dependent Telephone company, is in
Cairo on business.
Mies Clara Ander on is yisiting in
Mr. Well Little ed,aday went to
L ie t ebbe Id on b win ess.
Traveling Engineer Lloyd Grimes,
of Fulton, is in the city. •
Ma H. ft. Lindsay ha i- gone to
New York on a two weades' business
trip.
Misses Eda nergdoll and Anna Har
tan are visiting Misr Maud Decress,
of Cairo.
Mrs. John Ise/nen and daughter,
Mess Georgia,- are visiting in Mem-
phis. -
di*. George Powell, we and chil-
dren have broken up housekeeping
and taken rooms at Hotel Craig, on
Fifth and jcfftern streets.
'Rev. L. D. Hamilton, of Clinton,
Ky., was here yesterday attending
the meeting of the board of stewards
:or the Paducah district Methodiet
churches.
Mr. A. T. Alterbrook and wife, of
litemple a Tenn., have returned home
afiter visiting Miss Cora Hudson, of
West Monroe.
Miss Dixie Eubanks yesterday re-
turned from Benton,, accompanied by
Miss Lizzie Gourley.
Mrs. A. C. McFall, of Mayfield, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Arch
Su t befriend.
Drs. Vernon Blythe sad Henry
Duley have returned from spending
aeverat slays at Senithlanif
'MISS Mayme Baynham, librarian of
the Carnegie library, has returned
from Mayfiete, where she spent
Thardesgiving with her mother.
'Mrs. F. Watkins is visiting here
from Kuttawa.
"Lawyer Lal D. Threllookt wae in
Dhwson yesterday on bezsiticss.
Mr. Taylor 0. Fisher and wife
have gone to Chicago for a visit.
Mrs. Frank G. Schrnidtt and Mi53
Anna Welts have returned from Me-
tropolis, whene they sewed Thanks-
giving.
`Miss Nellie Carter, of Cabondale.
Ill., "return" home today after a brief
visit- to Mies Guissie Herring, of
South Third street. She is the daugh
tee of Mail Agent Carter, of the Pa-
ducah-St. Louie den.
THE RIVERS
This morning there gets out for
Cairo the steamer Dick Pow-ler. She
return's tonight.
The Bob Dudley will got here to-
morrow from Nashville and leave on
Monday for her return trip.
The steamer Kentucky gets out
for dee Teronesaiee river this evening
at 5 o'clock. She come, back next
Thursday rigid.
The steamer Charleston Pet yester
day afternoon for Canton, up the
Cumberland river, and conies back
here to leave again next Tuesday.
Tire John S. Hopkino is today's
packet in the Evansville trade. while
the Joe Fowler left yesterday for that
place.
The City of Savannah is due to
pass out of the Ten.niessee river to-
morrow bound for St. Louis.
The Peters Lee passes dawn today
for Memphis from Cincinnati. •
The City of Saltine, left St. Louis
yesterday and gets hero tomorrow.
bound for the Tennessee river.
Engineer Joseph Flask of the
ferryboat 'Bettie Owen is able to be
out after a two -weeks, illness, during
Which time the engine room of the
strain:About hes been in charge of
Engineer Ed 'Hart Mr. Plasch will
restime his post Monday.
Captain E. Hkinion of the towboat
Charles Turner, was out yesterday
kir the first time since Wednesday
night when die fell on a log while go-
ing aboard his boat that is moored
at mouth of Island Creek.. Falling,
he fractured three ribs.
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo ie.', rising.
Chattanooga 1.5 standing.
Cincinnati 23.1, rising.
Evansville tiler
'Florence—nvissing
Johnson-vine so, rising.
Louisville, 8.5; rising.
Mt Carmel 4.0, rising.
NaelriiHe 13.6, rising.
Pittsburg me,
Davis Tatiana Than 15.2, rising.
St. Louis, to.6, rising.
Mt. Vernon—missing
'Paducah 9.1,
Green river is now on a rampage.
and 'hogs and cattki have been
drowned in the lowlands,. A rise of
a few mare feetdevili inundate thou-
sands of acres of land.
READY FOR TRIAL
HON. HAL CORBETT SAYS DE-
FENSE IS READY IN LOV-
ING CASE.
Third Trial Will Be Given Willis
Mount of Charge of Killing
Willis Nutty—Circuit Court.
One week from next Mionday there
ounce up in the criminal term of cir-
cuit court which convenes the com-
ing Monday, the case charging H. H.
Loving with killing Herbert A. Rose
in the fraternity building the first of
last August. In speaking of the ap-
proaching case yesterday then. Hal
COlibett, attorney for lifirt Lovings
stated that they were ready for trial
and would announce when the date
anives. They were res4 at the last
term, of court, but the commonwealth
did not have everything in dhape to
enter the matter, therefore asked that
a continuance be granted over to this
coming session, like was done.
The case is of the most important
coming up at that session of the
tribunal, and will be bard fought on
'both sides, Mr. Corbett representing
the defense, with assistance of City
Attorney Thomas B. Harrison, and
Master Commissioner Ceciai Reed,
white the prosecution is represented
by Coninionnvealth Attorney John G.
Lovett, County Attorney Eugene
Graves, Judge Richard-T. Lightfoot
and Lawyer Jcihn B. Wickliffe of
Ko Judge Lightfoot was
not in the criatter at the examining
trial and coroner's inquest, but was
adied to the array of lawyers after-
wards.
The other killing case coming up
is that charging Willis Mount with
Nuttyi over bre. years ago in
a gambling room albove The Stag
saloon North Fourth streed This
affair occured one Sundry night.
This win crake the third 'trial for
Nbount, the first time .the case was
taken up it baring to go over as
one of the jurors took sick and had
to be excused, and the defense would
not consent to another being sististi-
tuted for the ill man. At the next
hearing Mloorst got eighteen years in
the penitentiary, but this Was Set
aside by the appellate court, which
ordered a third hearing, which wilt
now be given.
SALARY RAISED
PRESIDING ELDER OF DIS-
TRICT WILL GET S2,000
PAY THIS YEAR
•
Stewards of Methodist Churches
Interested Apportioned the As- Sold in Padocati by all leading
segment draggists.
POPULAR WANTS
ROOMS TO REN11--Three on
ground floor for housekeeping. Two
squares from possoffice. Address R.
J. M., care Itegister office.
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at R
ister office.
WANTED—Pot ition as bookkeep-
er or in clerical department by grad-
rate of Draughon's Practical Busi-
ness college. Can give good refer-
ence. Address J. Accountant,
care of Register.
WANTED—White cook at 327
South Fourth street. Chris Liebe'.
LOST—Wednesday evening, either
at Palmer House or on Broadway, a
green clover leaf pin with pearl set.
Pinder will be rewarded by leaving
it at 312 South Sixth street.
We have 'em to sell.—You want
'em—S-A Plush Robes, $2 . so to $10.
Powell-Rogers Clo.
TO REMOVE
FRECKLES AND PIMPLES
In ro Days, Use
NADINOLA
The. Complexion Beeilididier
••• MEI IS
Ng'
111E NIAPOWLA GRIL
(Formerly adestised awe odd as
SATTNOLA.
No ehaoge in formula or package.
The name has only been changed to
avoid confusion, as we cannot afford
to have so valuable preparation con-
fused with any other) NADINOLA
is guaranteed, and money will be re-
funded in every case where it fails to
remove freckles, pimples, liver-spots,
caller discolorationa, Mack-heads, dis-
figuring eruptions, etc. The worst
cases in 20 days. Leaves the skin
clear, soft, healthy, and restores the
beauty of youth.
Price so cts and if oh Sold
each city by all leading druggists,
by mail.
Prepared only by-
in
Or
Yesterday afternoon at the meeting
of -the steward, for the Methodist
churches of the Paduc-ab district, the
salary of Presiding Elder J. W
Shichard was fixed at $2,000 per year,
he to pay his own traveling expenses,
like has prevaifedl heretofore regard-
ing the mileage and incidentals oc-
casioned by going around over bit
district.' Last year the salary was
Voce) for the presidi rig elder, who 1,
furnished free of charge a parsonage
in which to reside, this home being
located at Eleventh and • Jefferson
streets.
The gathering of yesterday was
held at the Broadlway hfethodist
church and presided over by Rev. Dr.
Blackard, Who by dr, art served in
his first official capacity since being
assigned this district by the general
Mlemip.his 'conference at Mlayfield
several weeks ago. There are
twenty-one stewards for the district,
one from each congregation, but only
about eight or ten of them were pres-
ent.
At the Memphis conferences each
orbordinate district inside S0111e, is
assessed so flinch money that has to
be paid, it going to the general mis-
sionary, benevolent, etc fund. Eaeh
district then has its stewards to meet
and these officials say how much each
congregation in that respective dis-
trict !dull pay to the fund assessed
against the district by the confer-
ence. Each congregation is assessed
so much, to conform to the number
of members, the wealth and ability
to pay the portion allotted. In affect-
ing this ' the stewards decided Broad-
way Methodist church eisonkli . pay
$1,2oo this fiscal year which' coma
inenced the first of this month, the
Third etreet chore% pays $242, Trim-
ble ,..treet church $226, the Mayfield
letleedriet churehi $632.50, the Clintod
chucch $462.50. The balance of the
churches inrside this district are serial!
arid they were assessed on a basis
in proportion to the above men-
tioned.
-Mr. Samuel E. Hubbard, the alder-
man-elect is the district steward from
Broadway church, and when the
aesessments were made to, each ron-
oregation, he Was selected, to tatrillate
the list, which be will do today. He
then notifies every church in this dis-
trict of how much they will have to
pay to the getenal fond Whialt is grit
t he Memphis farderence
The distrk stVita of 14 ity
were all present, they being Mr Hub-
bard keine Broadway, W. W
Morrison irons the Triable eitrdeto
church lend 'Mrs jphit J, kw, creche
IIATIIIMUTIAIT CO., Paris, Toe.
Third street Methodist church. Thee
and the other, were in session riee-
eral hours yesterday afternoon trans.
acting this business, which is always
the first thing done officially, after
the general Nfleimphis conference.
ANOTHER CARCASS
DEAD COWS BODY FOUND
NEAR SOWELL'S MILL
John Kelley Unable to dontrol His
Appetite for Strong Drink—
Dull in Police Circles.
The police have received a report
that the carcass of another skinned
cow hail been found near Sowers
Min at south end of Mlechanicdhurg.
Somebody killed the animal, skinned
same and sold the /rule. It seems the
work coritinues, despite the fact the
authorities think they have the cul-
prit in person of Wm .Buford,
colored, who is in jail awaiting trial,
on the accusation that lee killed an
anima) in the willows North of town.
Same Old Kelley.
JOhn Kelley turnedl up again yes-
terday with his same old jag on, and
Was locked up by Driver John Austin
of the patrol wagon who found him
wobbling wound dawn about Third
and Kentucky avenue. This makes
the third time Kelley has been
arrested within the last week for
getting on his jag.
••••••••••••••••.
' Nothing Doing Now.
The police are finding the chilly
weather is proving an incentive for
betterment of the city as only one or
two arrests have been made for the
past three day, and nights. Yester-
day only out latch hail been regis-
tered up. did being unfortunate
Kelley of above
PABST BLUERD3BON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
r, ray'. Buffet,
Palmier Home Bat,
A. Lego-marshy).
W A h1 TED—Boarders at utt
Broadway. Mel. Myrtle All111111011.
Act"
wtr
•
"5
OFFICE
126 Broadway
ttsburg Coal
iio-iH TELEPHONES NO. 3
JAS. J. O'DONNELL,
Manager.
1
1 bur. Co Co. . Qc
"ITS HIGH TINIF"
For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
your money will be at workror you at compound in-
terest and grow into a sum that will surprise you.
MECHANICS
and FA 
SAVING
BANK,
•..1
44.0'
--227--
Broadwa.y,
J. L, WOW
HOLIDAY
TOKENS
If your gift is to be a piece of
Jewelry of any description, you
shculd look over our stock.
'We have taken particular pains
in its selection—it is unusuilly
Large, and embraces a variety (torn
which you can make • pleasing se-
lection.
Jeweler.
"dh
be Buffet 0
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
Gray, proprietor.
_
fine n 111111! •• •
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
esessonable in the eatable line served to order.
h for 25
PLUNGED DOWN
AN EMBANKMENT.
Two Killed and Nearly Score Injured
in Railroad Wreck.
Philadelphia, Dec. 1. —Two train-
men were killed and about a score of
others injored in the wreck of the
Philadelphia express on the Central
railroad of New Jersey Past night,
near Penn Haven Junction, about too
mile* north of Philadelphia.
According to.the story told by rod
Rimier Willis, the locomotive of the
express left the rani at a 'harp curve.
The engine, followed by a combina-
tion baggage and smoking car and a
day coach, jumped across the north-
bound track and plunged twenty feet
down upon the tracks of the Lehigh
Valley railroad, which parallels the
jersey Central railroad at this poltt.
The couplings on the Ptiliman car,
the only other car in the trait), broke,
and the Prilmarr rant down the track
for some distance. The coaches that
we t)t over the embroilment were bad-
ly wrecked, and it de considered re-
markable that none of the passengers
were killed.
Penn Haven Junction at night is
out of direct communication, and it
was some time before the accident
became known at Mauch Chunk. A
relief train was sent to time went and
by the time it arrived all of the in-
jured had been taken from the wreck
age and placed in the Pullman car.
Former President Grover Cleve-
land, Gov. Higgins, Mayor Moaellan
arid other prominent men delivered
ruditireesee in New York Thursday
night at a celebration of the 25oth
anniversary of the lordinglof the Jew.'
in America. Letters were read' from
President Roosevelt and Vice Prcsis
dent rairbank
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